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What is MONEY, USURY, Fractional Banking Interview NOW FINISHED with Ron Chapman

What is MONEY, USURY, Fractional Banking Interview ON NOW
Australian Author, Political Commentator, Lawyer Ron Chapman now interviewed on ‘The Source’
program on RadioFremantle 107.9fm in Oz…
[
link to www.radiofremantle.com]
Click on the ‘Listen Live’ link to catch it or visit the archives if you missed the start under ‘The
Source’ Thursday Evening slot 2300 hours…
[link to www.radiofremantle.com]
Important topic to grapple, Enjoy!
Ron is our steady teacher of this material on AbundantHope. If you always wanted to hear him,
now's your chance!
---------------------------------------------Go here today: Thread: The NON Houla Massacre and do something right from your heart.
The ONLY thing that matters in a nutshell is that you develop IDEALS set ahead of you and strive
to develop your soul/mind and Heart. Always then will soul progress be made. Just believing on
Jesus does not cut the mustard.
AbundantHope is THE 2nd Coming organization, and a ground/heaven partnership with Jesus
himself. www.abundantHope. net
-------------------------------------------------Gildswirth
User ID: 8718658
Australia
04/05/2012 11:16 AM
Very important topic i think to understand why we need to do away with usury...
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We need to tear out the parasites methods of debt slavery and replace it with something much
more fair...
Sooner the better

Gildswirth
User ID: 8718658
Australia
04/05/2012 11:20 AM
I think actually I have never heard this topic EVER discussed more recently and it really is
extremely necessary to understand for the sheeple as to why we have enslaved ourselves with
usury!!

Gildswirth
User ID: 8718658
Australia
04/05/2012 11:26 AM
Check out this guys 'pedigree'
Seems like his done his time in the matrix...
This from his blurb introduction;
[link to abundanthope.net]
I was born in 1942 and raised as a Catholic. I attended Chevalier College, Bowral NSW. Leaving
school in 1958 I worked for a stockbroker for four years. I also worked for a number of Australian
federal government departments, including Social Services and Telecom (now privatised as
Telstra) in Sydney.
After admission to practice as a barrister in 1967 I worked in Canberra for the Commissioner of
Trade Practices for four years then spent four years with the Australian Senate Committee
Secretariat.
Commencing in 1974 I spent four years in the Darwin Crown Law Office doing civil litigation court
work (as a barrister and solicitor) for the federal Attorney-General’s department (AGs). After the
Northern Territory achieved self-government in 1978 I spent a year responsible for civil litigation
for the newly created Northern Territory Crown Law Office.
I then spent about seven years in the central office of the Australian Legal Aid Office in Canberra
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and in the AGs policy division which superceded it. My duties included advising successive
Attorneys-General, both Liberal and Labor, about the merits of funding public interest and test
cases (eg Mabo, Fraser Island & Franklin Dam) and other special interest cases relating to such
matters as trade practices, defending overseas drugs prosecutions, child abduction matters, the
rights of Chinese students in Australia after the 1989 Tiananmen Square massacre, legal
representation for section 69 Judiciary Act cases, royal commission representation and the like.
Thereafter I spent about 11 years doing commercial law work for AGs in Canberra, retiring in late
1997.
I have an Australian National University Arts degree specialising in history, philosophy and
political science.
In 2001 I wrote and self-published, a book on ‘The Social Construction of Poverty: the Impact of
Reserve Bank Monetary Policy on the Australian Labour Market’.
My main achievement has been helping my wife raise three lovely industrious young adults.
I am delighted and honoured to be appointed as AbundantHope’s Regional Director for Australia
and New Zealand.

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13375919
Australia
04/05/2012 11:31 AM
a thread worth pinning.

Gildswirth
User ID: 8718658
Australia
04/05/2012 11:35 AM
'Usury is only acceptable because people CHOOSE to accept it'
Baaaa Baaa goes the sheeple!!
This guys tells it like it is...
'Parasitic Jewish Banking practices adopted by William of Orange in exchange for helping him
conquer England'
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'Rothschilds central banks..'
Ya he is pressing all the right buttons here...
Fascinating stuff....

Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9707932
Philippines
04/05/2012 11:43 AM
May money transpire to its mass extinction
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/05/2012 11:51 AM

May money transpire to its mass extinction
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9707932

that will be the intent at some point in the future. This world will not have true abundance until that
happens.
Gildswirth
User ID: 8718658
Australia
04/05/2012 11:52 AM
May money transpire to its mass extinction
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9707932

Mr Ron Chapman seems to think it will....
It appears, after this system crashed fully we will move away from money as we understand it and
hopefully never return....
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Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13375919
Australia
04/05/2012 12:04 PM
will this be uploaded for listening later?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/05/2012 12:08 PM

will this be uploaded for listening later?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 13375919

It will be available for one week on the show's archives. We will also in a few days have a copy of
the audio file on my website. this is going very well. Ron is very good at what he does and knows.
Gildswirth
User ID: 8718658
Australia
04/05/2012 12:14 PM
will this be uploaded for listening later?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 13375919

if you visit the thread header post there is a link there to the Radio Fremantle archive which stores
the program for 7 days... Under the 'source' on thursday evening starting at 2300 hours and
finishing 0100 friday morning...
[link to www.radiofremantle.com]
and will appear on his organisations' website in a few days here;
[link to abundanthope.net]

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
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User ID: 13827959
United States
04/05/2012 12:25 PM

People this interview is REALLY REALLY Good. You should listen to the archive when it is
available. There is about 1/2 hour perhaps left of this now. Ron Knows his shit on the global
money system, history, affects of it etc.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13375919
Australia
04/05/2012 12:25 PM
Cool cheers NP & Gilswirth
Gildswirth
User ID: 8718658
Australia
04/05/2012 12:26 PM
'The Usury system has divided and conquered humanity'
'Quite a deliberate program'
True dat!

Good interview ya'll, should get this guy on GLP for an interview,
What da ya think MOD's!

Gildswirth
User ID: 8718658
Australia
04/05/2012 12:40 PM
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'The US Congress is bought to a man'
'The system now is beyond absurd and dysfunctional'
Tell it like it is fella!

Northman
User ID: 1110904
United States
04/05/2012 01:05 PM

Debt is a pact with the devil. Of course the devil always gets his due.
Gildswirth
User ID: 8718658
Australia
04/05/2012 01:06 PM
Wow, looks like the interview is all finished...
Thanks for posting NIP...
At least we can listen to the interview at the Radio Fremantle website for the next 7 days...
I think I will try to circulate this interview around a bit.

DOK
User ID: 3777241
United States
04/05/2012 01:18 PM

Wow, looks like the interview is all finished...
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Thanks for posting NIP...
At least we can listen to the interview at the Radio Fremantle website for the next 7 days...
I think I will try to circulate this interview around a bit.

Quoting: Gildswirth

Oh, so sorry I missed it live. Am off to listen to it asap! I know that Ron is perfectly qualified and
knows his stuff and am anxious to hear what he has to say.

Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/05/2012 01:25 PM

since this just finished, the archive is not up yet on the radio site archive link. When it is I will add
the links, Click on the show THE SOURCE in the archive for Thursday night at 11 pm (australia
time), and 12 am Friday does not work yet. I will post when they do.
This was a really GREAT overall coverage of how it works. Folks, the Federal Reserve as I post
here all the time, is NOT just the central bank of the United States. Its the global Central Bank of
the worlds Central Banks and is the financial took of the Committee of 300. The queen of England
IS the Chairman of the committee of 300. I have documentary proof of this but we cannot yet post
it on my website if we want to keep people alive. You can see however an example, but the
queens signature is forged, here:
[link to benjaminfulford.typepad.com] The signature of the queen is a forgery though. I know this
because I know what her signature looks like. So that document is not real, but the real
documents of similar purpose look similar to that one.
My podcast I planned on these topics is here: but it did not stay on topic. But check out the links in
the thread anyway. Maybe one day I will work on it some more.
Thread: GLPVC Discussion on Global Overcontrol of Money and Politics with NIP Tonight at
11:15 EST
Pipeman
User ID: 13847504
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United States
04/05/2012 01:56 PM
Report Abusive Post
Money is a businessman's treat for brilliance. You may quote me on that.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 5040935
United States
04/05/2012 02:30 PM
Bob Chapman is a good guy and this is good shorthand for the uninitiated. If you want to go
deeper into the economics of rent, interest, banking, etc., I suggest Murray Rothbard's work or
even Mises' Theory of Money and Credit if you can deal with the old timeyness of the writing.
Whether all interest is inherently unproductive (the Ricardian position) or whether it serves an
informational purpose in setting other prices is an important subject and connected intimately with
the economic woes the country faces today.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1374158
United States
04/05/2012 02:32 PM
Thank you for sharing !!!
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/05/2012 02:38 PM

Bob Chapman is a good guy and this is good shorthand for the uninitiated. If you want to go
deeper into the economics of rent, interest, banking, etc., I suggest Murray Rothbard's work or
even Mises' Theory of Money and Credit if you can deal with the old timeyness of the writing.
Whether all interest is inherently unproductive (the Ricardian position) or whether it serves an
informational purpose in setting other prices is an important subject and connected intimately with
the economic woes the country faces today.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 5040935

beloved, this was NOT Bob Chapman. I am familiar with who he is though.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9707932
Philippines
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04/05/2012 02:53 PM
Radiance fruits from a freely fruited apple
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/05/2012 02:58 PM

Radiance fruits from a freely fruited apple
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9707932

would you mind translating your intent with that phrase?
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9707932
Philippines
04/05/2012 03:28 PM
Radiance fruits from a freely fruited apple
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9707932

would you mind translating your intent with that phrase?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

The universe is priceless; to charge through labels is dumbfounding
theSearchingJones
User ID: 7804665
United States
04/05/2012 03:55 PM

Great stuff, Sister NiP, if it actually accomplishes something that would benefit Humanity...
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so far it has not(~)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13753977
New Zealand
04/05/2012 03:56 PM
Fast forward to 14.00min
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13753977
New Zealand
04/05/2012 04:45 PM
Thread: ******Connecting the dots.Why everything (financially) has gone to $h!t.
Ty.Nice thread op
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/05/2012 06:01 PM

Radiance fruits from a freely fruited apple
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9707932

would you mind translating your intent with that phrase?
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

The universe is priceless; to charge through labels is dumbfounding
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9707932

ok I like that
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9488037
United States
04/05/2012 06:09 PM
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"Money" an arbritary value given to any given medium we agree upon as a society to hold
percentages of value to it. So whether it's seashells, paper reciepts, plastic cards, tally sticks etc,
money doesn't really exist.
lol
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/05/2012 06:20 PM

"Money" an arbritary value given to any given medium we agree upon as a society to hold
percentages of value to it. So whether it's seashells, paper reciepts, plastic cards, tally sticks etc,
money doesn't really exist.
lol
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037

but you in society have NO CHOICE, and your money is globally controlled by the Committee of
300 which is under the control of the queen of England, and also it RUNS the FED. The FED is
the global Central BANK of the central banks.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9488037
United States
04/05/2012 06:58 PM
"Money" an arbritrary value given to any given medium we agree upon as a society to hold
percentages of value to it. So whether it's seashells, paper reciepts, plastic cards, tally sticks etc,
money doesn't really exist.
lol
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037

but you in society have NO CHOICE, and your money is globally controlled by the Committee of
300 which is under the control of the queen of England, and also it RUNS the FED. The FED is
the global Central BANK of the central banks.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you Captain Obvious for reminding us what has already been known for quite some time.
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Sarcasm aside,... Yes, you would be correct! Even though money doesn't really exist, our lives are
so integrated into the current monetary system the globe employs that we have no choice but to
deal with the kinks and bumps that the governing institutions of the wealth tend to dictate through
policy that meets their necessity.
Isn't this also why President Lincoln decided to create the Greenback to fund the civil war rather
than taking loans from Europe's bank at ridiculously high interest rates? The Greenback currency
was supposedly not backed by gold, silver or oil etc, but rather backed by nothing other than the
"full faith and credit of the United States", in turn saving the US from having to pay immense sums
of interest.
Unfortunately, issuing the Greenback might've also led to his ultimate demise in Ford's Theatre as
well...
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/05/2012 07:54 PM

"Money" an arbritrary value given to any given medium we agree upon as a society to hold
percentages of value to it. So whether it's seashells, paper reciepts, plastic cards, tally sticks etc,
money doesn't really exist.
lol
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037

but you in society have NO CHOICE, and your money is globally controlled by the Committee of
300 which is under the control of the queen of England, and also it RUNS the FED. The FED is
the global Central BANK of the central banks.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you Captain Obvious for reminding us what has already been known for quite some time.
Sarcasm aside,... Yes, you would be correct! Even though money doesn't really exist, our lives are
so integrated into the current monetary system the globe employs that we have no choice but to
deal with the kinks and bumps that the governing institutions of the wealth tend to dictate through
policy that meets their necessity.
Isn't this also why President Lincoln decided to create the Greenback to fund the civil war rather
than taking loans from Europe's bank at ridiculously high interest rates? The Greenback currency
was supposedly not backed by gold, silver or oil etc, but rather backed by nothing other than the
"full faith and credit of the United States", in turn saving the US from having to pay immense sums
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of interest.
Unfortunately, issuing the Greenback might've also led to his ultimate demise in Ford's Theatre as
well...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037

and because of the committee of 300 over control of the FED, there are almost no free countries
in this world. the US of A remains a British Colony in fact, and a lot of the world has been brought
under the social security system.
this control system determines your presidents and all the rest. you don't do anything but pay the
TV game.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9488037
United States
04/05/2012 09:32 PM
"Money" an arbritrary value given to any given medium we agree upon as a society to hold
percentages of value to it. So whether it's seashells, paper reciepts, plastic cards, tally sticks etc,
money doesn't really exist.
lol
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037

but you in society have NO CHOICE, and your money is globally controlled by the Committee of
300 which is under the control of the queen of England, and also it RUNS the FED. The FED is
the global Central BANK of the central banks.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you Captain Obvious for reminding us what has already been known for quite some time.
Sarcasm aside,... Yes, you would be correct! Even though money doesn't really exist, our lives are
so integrated into the current monetary system the globe employs that we have no choice but to
deal with the kinks and bumps that the governing institutions of the wealth tend to dictate through
policy that meets their necessity.
Isn't this also why President Lincoln decided to create the Greenback to fund the civil war rather
than taking loans from Europe's bank at ridiculously high interest rates? The Greenback currency
was supposedly not backed by gold, silver or oil etc, but rather backed by nothing other than the
"full faith and credit of the United States", in turn saving the US from having to pay immense sums
of interest.
Unfortunately, issuing the Greenback might've also led to his ultimate demise in Ford's Theatre as
well...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037

and because of the committee of 300 over control of the FED, there are almost no free countries
in this world. the US of A remains a British Colony in fact, and a lot of the world has been brought
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under the social security system.
this control system determines your presidents and all the rest. you don't do anything but pay the
TV game.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Why are you telling me something I'm already aware of? What is your point in responding to me?
Did you just barely come across this information yourself that you think you're breaking light onto
the subject to the people of GLP?
I have no idea what you were trying to get at with your initial response to my post about money
unless you're just responding to every other post as a means to bump the thread even though
you're not saying anything new.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/05/2012 09:57 PM

...

but you in society have NO CHOICE, and your money is globally controlled by the Committee of
300 which is under the control of the queen of England, and also it RUNS the FED. The FED is
the global Central BANK of the central banks.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Thank you Captain Obvious for reminding us what has already been known for quite some time.
Sarcasm aside,... Yes, you would be correct! Even though money doesn't really exist, our lives are
so integrated into the current monetary system the globe employs that we have no choice but to
deal with the kinks and bumps that the governing institutions of the wealth tend to dictate through
policy that meets their necessity.
Isn't this also why President Lincoln decided to create the Greenback to fund the civil war rather
than taking loans from Europe's bank at ridiculously high interest rates? The Greenback currency
was supposedly not backed by gold, silver or oil etc, but rather backed by nothing other than the
"full faith and credit of the United States", in turn saving the US from having to pay immense sums
of interest.
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Unfortunately, issuing the Greenback might've also led to his ultimate demise in Ford's Theatre as
well...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037

and because of the committee of 300 over control of the FED, there are almost no free countries
in this world. the US of A remains a British Colony in fact, and a lot of the world has been brought
under the social security system.
this control system determines your presidents and all the rest. you don't do anything but pay the
TV game.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Why are you telling me something I'm already aware of? What is your point in responding to me?
Did you just barely come across this information yourself that you think you're breaking light onto
the subject to the people of GLP?
I have no idea what you were trying to get at with your initial response to my post about money
unless you're just responding to every other post as a means to bump the thread even though
you're not saying anything new.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037

what are you beefing about? I reply, if I wish to do so, often for the benefit of others. Many do not
know this. I am long in this brother, long into it and I have seen stuff passed to me others never
do. I have some top notch contacts on the planet. You can visit the linky to my thread i posted in
here.
As to Lincoln I think we still had to right of our treasury at that time to print or coin money.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 9488037
United States
04/05/2012 11:38 PM
...

Thank you Captain Obvious for reminding us what has already been known for quite some time.
Sarcasm aside,... Yes, you would be correct! Even though money doesn't really exist, our lives are
so integrated into the current monetary system the globe employs that we have no choice but to
deal with the kinks and bumps that the governing institutions of the wealth tend to dictate through
policy that meets their necessity.
Isn't this also why President Lincoln decided to create the Greenback to fund the civil war rather
than taking loans from Europe's bank at ridiculously high interest rates? The Greenback currency
was supposedly not backed by gold, silver or oil etc, but rather backed by nothing other than the
"full faith and credit of the United States", in turn saving the US from having to pay immense sums
of interest.
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Unfortunately, issuing the Greenback might've also led to his ultimate demise in Ford's Theatre as
well...
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037

and because of the committee of 300 over control of the FED, there are almost no free countries
in this world. the US of A remains a British Colony in fact, and a lot of the world has been brought
under the social security system.
this control system determines your presidents and all the rest. you don't do anything but pay the
TV game.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Why are you telling me something I'm already aware of? What is your point in responding to me?
Did you just barely come across this information yourself that you think you're breaking light onto
the subject to the people of GLP?
I have no idea what you were trying to get at with your initial response to my post about money
unless you're just responding to every other post as a means to bump the thread even though
you're not saying anything new.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037

what are you beefing about? I reply, if I wish to do so, often for the benefit of others. Many do not
know this. I am long in this brother, long into it and I have seen stuff passed to me others never
do. I have some top notch contacts on the planet. You can visit the linky to my thread i posted in
here.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Are you trying to make me aware of this information or are you simply adding on to what I said?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/05/2012 11:46 PM

...

and because of the committee of 300 over control of the FED, there are almost no free countries
in this world. the US of A remains a British Colony in fact, and a lot of the world has been brought
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under the social security system.
this control system determines your presidents and all the rest. you don't do anything but pay the
TV game.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Why are you telling me something I'm already aware of? What is your point in responding to me?
Did you just barely come across this information yourself that you think you're breaking light onto
the subject to the people of GLP?
I have no idea what you were trying to get at with your initial response to my post about money
unless you're just responding to every other post as a means to bump the thread even though
you're not saying anything new.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037

what are you beefing about? I reply, if I wish to do so, often for the benefit of others. Many do not
know this. I am long in this brother, long into it and I have seen stuff passed to me others never
do. I have some top notch contacts on the planet. You can visit the linky to my thread i posted in
here.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Are you trying to make me aware of this information or are you simply adding on to what I said?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037

No I posted as I said for any readers of this thread. if we are not on the same page, I apologize.
141
User ID: 13929692
Denmark
04/07/2012 02:04 AM
Such an important subject
5 stars and green for you
ThankYOU beloved friend
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/07/2012 02:10 AM
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Such an important subject
5 stars and green for you
ThankYOU beloved friend
Quoting: 141

we are discussing the possibility of bringing Ron here for a podcast
ACDC
User ID: 433433
Australia
04/07/2012 02:43 AM
Call me an old cynic but I wouldn't go holding my breath for usury or fractional banking to be
finished. You'll be dead before they are.....
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13657084
Australia
04/07/2012 08:27 AM
G’day ACDC,
You old cynic you…
There are two main possibilities. First, it is inevitable that the existing US fiat money system
introduced with the establishment of the Federal Reserve System (the Fed) in 1913 will collapse
soonish. The US fiat money system has already greatly exceeded the life span of ANY other fiat
money system in known history. Accordingly, being of sound body and mind I expect to be alive
when that happens. The chaos and confusion it will cause may result in quite a few people
ceasing to remain on the planet shortly thereafter.
The collapse of the US fiat money system will destroy not only the US dollar and the US economy
but also the fractional reserve banking system in the US and globally because the Fed acts, in
effect, as the Rothschilds' Central Bank for all their Central Banks. That's why the Fed dished out
billions of dollars in bailout money to foreign banks.
Think about it. Who is gonna continue to pay interest to banksters in the US and Australia for
imaginary money created out of thin air by banking bookkeepers typing digits into bank accounts,
once the global economy collapses and people actually realise that fractional reserve banking is a
scam used to defraud and enslave them?
The second, and more optimistic scenario would be for Michael of Nebadon to arrange for Star
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Fleet to intervene to save humanity’s hide. IF (or rather when) that happens usury and fractional
reserve banking, if still extant, will be abolished instantly, for obvious reasons.
Either way, it seems to me that I WILL SEE the abolition of usury and fractional reserve banking
and probably so will you.
Ron
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/07/2012 08:59 AM

Call me an old cynic but I wouldn't go holding my breath for usury or fractional banking to be
finished. You'll be dead before they are.....
Quoting: ACDC 433433

well when are people going to want something more than this sick life chasing "money" with usury
or not. NO MONEY Gawd I got up on the wrong side of the bed, right into a commercial about
saving money on something. Don't you ones tired of this bullshit? Will man ever want anymore
MORE.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/07/2012 12:09 PM

G’day ACDC,
You old cynic you…
There are two main possibilities. First, it is inevitable that the existing US fiat money system
introduced with the establishment of the Federal Reserve System (the Fed) in 1913 will collapse
soonish. The US fiat money system has already greatly exceeded the life span of ANY other fiat
money system in known history. Accordingly, being of sound body and mind I expect to be alive
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when that happens. The chaos and confusion it will cause may result in quite a few people
ceasing to remain on the planet shortly thereafter.
The collapse of the US fiat money system will destroy not only the US dollar and the US economy
but also the fractional reserve banking system in the US and globally because the Fed acts, in
effect, as the Rothschilds' Central Bank for all their Central Banks. That's why the Fed dished out
billions of dollars in bailout money to foreign banks.
Think about it. Who is gonna continue to pay interest to banksters in the US and Australia for
imaginary money created out of thin air by banking bookkeepers typing digits into bank accounts,
once the global economy collapses and people actually realise that fractional reserve banking is a
scam used to defraud and enslave them?
The second, and more optimistic scenario would be for Michael of Nebadon to arrange for Star
Fleet to intervene to save humanity’s hide. IF (or rather when) that happens usury and fractional
reserve banking, if still extant, will be abolished instantly, for obvious reasons.
Either way, it seems to me that I WILL SEE the abolition of usury and fractional reserve banking
and probably so will you.
Ron
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 13657084

Just letting you know this Ron above, from Australia is the RON Chapman on the radio show.
ACDC
User ID: 433433
Australia
04/07/2012 07:23 PM
Well hello Ron.. from one old cynic to one old optimist.. optimism is good provided it has a healthy
reality testing principal attached to it (old farts call this cynicism cause they've been around for too
long and seen too much). Otherwise it is self delusion. And you anchor self-delusion into bad old
reality by setting DATES... so prey tell, WHEN is all this going to happen and what are the
TANGIBLE SIGNS. I've been hearing about these so called tangible signs for over 50 years now.
Can you understand my (and just about everybody else's) cynicism over these matters?.. Give us
DATES, give us tangible PROOF... and then we can sit back and watch it all go up in wisps of
smoke like we have for the last 50 years. This entire 2012 thing is a total furphy as well and it is
criminal to raise people's hopes when they will simple be dashed, time and time again...
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/07/2012 07:34 PM
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whoever pinned this thanks, I have tried to get word to Ron to see if he has some time to work on
it.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/07/2012 07:38 PM

Well hello Ron.. from one old cynic to one old optimist.. optimism is good provided it has a healthy
reality testing principal attached to it (old farts call this cynicism cause they've been around for too
long and seen too much). Otherwise it is self delusion. And you anchor self-delusion into bad old
reality by setting DATES... so prey tell, WHEN is all this going to happen and what are the
TANGIBLE SIGNS. I've been hearing about these so called tangible signs for over 50 years now.
Can you understand my (and just about everybody else's) cynicism over these matters?.. Give us
DATES, give us tangible PROOF... and then we can sit back and watch it all go up in wisps of
smoke like we have for the last 50 years. This entire 2012 thing is a total furphy as well and it is
criminal to raise people's hopes when they will simple be dashed, time and time again...
Quoting: ACDC 433433

what dates did he set? what tangible proof are you asking for? What do you mean about this
entire 2012 thing? Be specific if you are going to make for statements for him, or for anyone
reading the thread.
notice that
User ID: 13870395
United States
04/07/2012 09:04 PM
Demand redemption of Federal Reserve currency for lawful money per 12 USC 411 and you
effectively cut the chain of debt and fractional reserve lending.
Many people have done it and are doing it to.
There is a long thread on GLP about it.
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Offering a solution to the trap of FIAT and USURY is way more important than spending hours
talking about the evils of it.
Simply put, you are either part of the problem, or you are part of the problem, if you are not
demanding lawful money per 12 USC 411, you are part of the problem.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13870395
United States
04/07/2012 09:21 PM
"Money" an arbritary value given to any given medium we agree upon as a society to hold
percentages of value to it. So whether it's seashells, paper reciepts, plastic cards, tally sticks etc,
money doesn't really exist.
lol
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037
notice that
User ID: 13870395
United States
04/07/2012 09:25 PM
"Money" an arbritary value given to any given medium we agree upon as a society to hold
percentages of value to it. So whether it's seashells, paper reciepts, plastic cards, tally sticks etc,
money doesn't really exist.
lol
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037

Actually, that is only partially true. "MONEY" is defined in the Republic as being coins. Other laws
define it as Gold or Silver of a certain weight and purity.
Granted, by law of contract, anything can be money when defined and agreed upon, but lawfully
speaking, only Congress has the right to "coin money" and set the "value thereof".
That is the law of the land and is not debatable, accept by those who favor or profit from usury
and fractional reserve banking (money changers).
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/07/2012 09:35 PM
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"Money" an arbritary value given to any given medium we agree upon as a society to hold
percentages of value to it. So whether it's seashells, paper reciepts, plastic cards, tally sticks etc,
money doesn't really exist.
lol
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037

Actually, that is only partially true. "MONEY" is defined in the Republic as being coins. Other laws
define it as Gold or Silver of a certain weight and purity.
Granted, by law of contract, anything can be money when defined and agreed upon, but lawfully
speaking, only Congress has the right to "coin money" and set the "value thereof".
That is the law of the land and is not debatable, accept by those who favor or profit from usury
and fractional reserve banking (money changers).
Quoting: notice that 13870395
But you see, Congress does NOT DO THAT. It's all done thru the Global Fed and the Committee
of 300 people. that our treasury supposedly coins does not mean anything. We are not and have
not been under our constitution for a very long time now. Now actually since the end of the civil
war. Just because there are mints doesn't mean congress sets anything. they do not. US and
other countries are completely under global monetary control thru the committee of 300 and the
Queen who chairs it. THIS IS FACT.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/07/2012 09:37 PM

Demand redemption of Federal Reserve currency for lawful money per 12 USC 411 and you
effectively cut the chain of debt and fractional reserve lending.
Many people have done it and are doing it to.
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There is a long thread on GLP about it.
Offering a solution to the trap of FIAT and USURY is way more important than spending hours
talking about the evils of it.
Simply put, you are either part of the problem, or you are part of the problem, if you are not
demanding lawful money per 12 USC 411, you are part of the problem.
Quoting: notice that 13870395

How does that work? What is your lawful money going to be if you get it. The FED is the monetary
tool of the committee of 300 which is not a US of A organization
notice that
User ID: 13870395
United States
04/07/2012 09:54 PM
"Money" an arbritary value given to any given medium we agree upon as a society to hold
percentages of value to it. So whether it's seashells, paper reciepts, plastic cards, tally sticks etc,
money doesn't really exist.
lol
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037

Actually, that is only partially true. "MONEY" is defined in the Republic as being coins. Other laws
define it as Gold or Silver of a certain weight and purity.
Granted, by law of contract, anything can be money when defined and agreed upon, but lawfully
speaking, only Congress has the right to "coin money" and set the "value thereof".
That is the law of the land and is not debatable, accept by those who favor or profit from usury
and fractional reserve banking (money changers).
Quoting: notice that 13870395
But you see, Congress does NOT DO THAT. It's all done thru the Global Fed and the Committee
of 300 people. that our treasury supposedly coins does not mean anything. We are not and have
not been under our constitution for a very long time now. Now actually since the end of the civil
war. Just because there are mints doesn't mean congress sets anything. they do not. US and
other countries are completely under global monetary control thru the committee of 300 and the
Queen who chairs it. THIS IS FACT.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

The Queen and the 300 do not control the 300 million of lawful money that is lawfully allowed by
the Law of the land (The Republic).
The US is Corporate law (law of the Sea). If you choose to use floating currency, then you also
are controlled by those laws.
If you choose to redeem lawful money, you are living the higher law. We cannot and will not
change the System, to many have too much involved in it.
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You can, however, free yourself and your own life from their Jurisdiction by living the law of the
land and redeeming lawful money, as laid out in Title 12 (The Federal Reserve ACT).
Or, you can whine and complain about something you will never change. I do not use Federal
Reserve Money, you might, that is your choice.
My posts are to tell you only that you DO HAVE A CHOICE.
Live the law or be in contempt of it like the District of Columbia and the 300, the choice is up to
you.
They provided remedy in Title 12, if you do not take it, that is not their fault, its yours.
roadrunnerray
User ID: 1352816
United States
04/07/2012 09:55 PM

For those who want to understand how the third rendition of our Federal Reserve was brought into
existence in 1913, read the book "Creature from Jekyll Island" by G Edward Griffin.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/07/2012 10:02 PM

"Money" an arbritary value given to any given medium we agree upon as a society to hold
percentages of value to it. So whether it's seashells, paper reciepts, plastic cards, tally sticks etc,
money doesn't really exist.
lol
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 9488037

Actually, that is only partially true. "MONEY" is defined in the Republic as being coins. Other laws
define it as Gold or Silver of a certain weight and purity.
Granted, by law of contract, anything can be money when defined and agreed upon, but lawfully
speaking, only Congress has the right to "coin money" and set the "value thereof".
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That is the law of the land and is not debatable, accept by those who favor or profit from usury
and fractional reserve banking (money changers).
Quoting: notice that 13870395
But you see, Congress does NOT DO THAT. It's all done thru the Global Fed and the Committee
of 300 people. that our treasury supposedly coins does not mean anything. We are not and have
not been under our constitution for a very long time now. Now actually since the end of the civil
war. Just because there are mints doesn't mean congress sets anything. they do not. US and
other countries are completely under global monetary control thru the committee of 300 and the
Queen who chairs it. THIS IS FACT.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

The Queen and the 300 do not control the 300 million of lawful money that is lawfully allowed by
the Law of the land (The Republic).
The US is Corporate law (law of the Sea). If you choose to use floating currency, then you also
are controlled by those laws.
If you choose to redeem lawful money, you are living the higher law. We cannot and will not
change the System, to many have too much involved in it.
You can, however, free yourself and your own life from their Jurisdiction by living the law of the
land and redeeming lawful money, as laid out in Title 12 (The Federal Reserve ACT).
Or, you can whine and complain about something you will never change. I do not use Federal
Reserve Money, you might, that is your choice.
My posts are to tell you only that you DO HAVE A CHOICE.
Live the law or be in contempt of it like the District of Columbia and the 300, the choice is up to
you.
They provided remedy in Title 12, if you do not take it, that is not their fault, its yours.
Quoting: notice that 13870395
Again where do you find this 300 million in "lawful" money, do you go to the bank? If more did it,
would this "lawful money" get all used up? What is the source of this "lawful money?" 300 million
is pocket change. how does it get traded to generate more "lawful money?" And do you think any
of these thugs would give a shit about it? DID yo go get some lawful money and if so, how did you
use it? Just questions that come to mind.

Please share your personal success.

notice that
User ID: 13870395
United States
04/07/2012 10:05 PM
For those who want to understand how the third rendition of our Federal Reserve was brought into
existence in 1913, read the book "Creature from Jekyll Island" by G Edward Griffin.
Quoting: roadrunnerray
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And for those who want remedy from the cancer that is the Federal Reserve System, read title 12
USC 411.
Learning about insanity and talking about it is not a cure for insanity.
Talking about the Fed and the insanity it is is not a cure, demanding your remedy from it is.
When Israel was in the wilderness being killed by 'fiery serpents' Moses told them to look to the
Serpent on the Staff for remedy and cure. Many did not do it and died.
Same with what I am providing here, you can redeem lawful money or you can continue to destroy
our nation by endorsing the Federal Reserve system
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13870395
United States
04/07/2012 10:08 PM
...

Actually, that is only partially true. "MONEY" is defined in the Republic as being coins. Other laws
define it as Gold or Silver of a certain weight and purity.
Granted, by law of contract, anything can be money when defined and agreed upon, but lawfully
speaking, only Congress has the right to "coin money" and set the "value thereof".
That is the law of the land and is not debatable, accept by those who favor or profit from usury
and fractional reserve banking (money changers).
Quoting: notice that 13870395
But you see, Congress does NOT DO THAT. It's all done thru the Global Fed and the Committee
of 300 people. that our treasury supposedly coins does not mean anything. We are not and have
not been under our constitution for a very long time now. Now actually since the end of the civil
war. Just because there are mints doesn't mean congress sets anything. they do not. US and
other countries are completely under global monetary control thru the committee of 300 and the
Queen who chairs it. THIS IS FACT.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

The Queen and the 300 do not control the 300 million of lawful money that is lawfully allowed by
the Law of the land (The Republic).
The US is Corporate law (law of the Sea). If you choose to use floating currency, then you also
are controlled by those laws.
If you choose to redeem lawful money, you are living the higher law. We cannot and will not
change the System, to many have too much involved in it.
You can, however, free yourself and your own life from their Jurisdiction by living the law of the
land and redeeming lawful money, as laid out in Title 12 (The Federal Reserve ACT).
Or, you can whine and complain about something you will never change. I do not use Federal
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Reserve Money, you might, that is your choice.
My posts are to tell you only that you DO HAVE A CHOICE.
Live the law or be in contempt of it like the District of Columbia and the 300, the choice is up to
you.
They provided remedy in Title 12, if you do not take it, that is not their fault, its yours.
Quoting: notice that 13870395
Again where do you find this 300 million in "lawful" money, do you go to the bank? If more did it,
would this "lawful money" get all used up? What is the source of this "lawful money?" 300 million
is pocket change. how does it get traded to generate more "lawful money?" And do you think any
of these thugs would give a shit about it? DID yo go get some lawful money and if so, how did you
use it? Just questions that come to mind.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

Please share your personal success.

Do a GLP search for "FED" and the thread will come up "End the FED, stop waiting for someone
to do it for you"
It is a member pinned thread and has been for nearly 2 years. Lots of personal experiences there.
Or here [link to savingtosuitorsclub.net]
Enjoy!
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13460393
Australia
04/07/2012 10:10 PM
Wow, important stuff....
Funny that they used to use 'wooden tally sticks' back in England....
Sticks as 'money'
Interesting interview,

nedkelly11
User ID: 13657084
Australia
04/07/2012 10:42 PM
Well hello Ron.. from one old cynic to one old optimist.. optimism is good provided it has a healthy
reality testing principal attached to it (old farts call this cynicism cause they've been around for too
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long and seen too much). Otherwise it is self delusion. And you anchor self-delusion into bad old
reality by setting DATES... so prey tell, WHEN is all this going to happen and what are the
TANGIBLE SIGNS. I've been hearing about these so called tangible signs for over 50 years now.
Can you understand my (and just about everybody else's) cynicism over these matters?.. Give us
DATES, give us tangible PROOF... and then we can sit back and watch it all go up in wisps of
smoke like we have for the last 50 years. This entire 2012 thing is a total furphy as well and it is
criminal to raise people's hopes when they will simple be dashed, time and time again...
Quoting: ACDC 433433
G’day ACDC,
I can understand your scepticism. Aware individuals have been waiting a looong time for the
global matrix to crack.
But remember the old saying; “Rome wasn’t built in a day”. And so it is with its deconstruction.
I don’t recall saying I was an optimist – although arguably I am. What I said was that the optimistic
scenario would occur if Michael of Nebadon got Star Fleet to intervene on behalf of long suffering,
sleeping humanity.
DITTO re dates. I did not give any nor will I. Although I did imply and do expect that the current
fraudulent global monetary and financial system will collapse “soonish” which I perceive to be well
within my lifetime.
As for 2012 and “dates” generally – you need to go to the New Age folk for those matters.
However, it seems to me that TANGIBLE SIGNS of the disintegration of the old, corrupt globalist
banking and economic slavery system are getting fairly obvious today. Admittedly OZ exists in
some sort of unreal Globalist bubble these days but even “The Lucky Country “ is beginning to
show signs of wear and tear. Imagine how those signs will multiply when the US dollar disappears
up its own fundamental orifice. After all, OZ has always gone “All the way with the USA” so we can
confidently expect to accompany the US upon its new trajectory even if the Chinese ignore our
vigorous support for US military adventures and the encirclement of China, by continuing to treat
us fairly in the trade arena.
As I see it, the existing US dollar (USD) reserve currency system depends upon the rest of the
world accepting Anglo-USrael economic hegemony and continuing to use the USD. That ain’t
gonna continue to happen. In the past the US has enforced the dominance of the USD using
Economic Hitmen and, where deemed necessary, bombing recalcitrant nations like Germany,
Japan, Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya back to the Stone Age. Arguably though,
Libya was the last “free lunch” for the Khazarian based Anglo-USrael imperial empire. Its all down
hill from here because Russia and China have said “NO” to use of that technique in Syria and
Iran.
To understand the “tangible signs” of change you have to look at what the BRICS (Russia, China,
India, Brazil and South Africa) nations are doing. Those nations represent half the population of
the world and its most dynamic economies. Iran, Kazakhstan and many other nations are also
keen to join the BRICS coalition.
On 29 March 2012 the BRICS nations signed two agreements to provide line of credit to the
business community and decided to examine the possibility of setting up a development bank on
lines of multilateral lending agencies.
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The agreements were signed by officials of five countries -- Brazil, Russia, India, China and South
Africa -- at the fourth BRICS summit in New Delhi.
"The agreements signed today by development banks of BRICS countries will boost trade by
offering credit in our local currency," Prime Minister Manmohan Singh said in a media statement
after the meeting.
The Master Agreement on Extending Credit Facility in Local Currency and the Multilateral Letter of
Credit Confirmation Facility Agreement are being perceived as a step towards replacing the US
dollar as the main unit of trade between them.
Such intra-BRICS initiatives, according to officials, will not only contribute to enhanced trade and
investments among the nations but would also facilitate economic growth in difficult economic
times.
The initiative to set up a BRICS Development Bank on the lines of the World Bank would allow the
member countries to pool resources for infrastructure development and could also be used to lend
during the difficult global environment. Incidentally, Muammar Gaddafi was in the process of
having Libya create and substantially fund an African Development Bank that would have
released African nations from the debt slavery imposed there by the IMF and World Bank. THAT
was a major reason for the US and NATO organised killing of Muammar Gaddafi and the
destruction of the Libyan nation and its genuinely democratic Jamahiriya governance structures.
Of course the Khazars and their enablers also lusted after the gold and assets owned by the
Libyan peoples'owned Central Bank, and Libya’s oil and water wealth, but those war trophies
were the icing on the cake. The prime goal would have been to snuff out the threat of a Libyan
lead independent Africa.
But I digress.
Intra-BRICS trade is about USD 230 billion and has the potential of more than doubling to USD
500 billion by 2015. see eg [link to www.financialexpress.com]
Frankly, I think the above estimates are conservative. Anyway, the writing is on the wall, cobber.
The USD cannot survive as the global reserve currency IF the BRICS' initiative continues; and it
seems that the Anglo-USrael empire cannot stop it.
Also, bear in mind that it has been said that China has now wrested control of the Fed away from
the Rothschilds and will presumably be trying to recoup as much value as it can for its trillion USD
debt holdings before the US disappears in a shower of shit.
The imminent global dissemination of information on and commercially available quantum (zero
point) energy devices must also be added to the mix. That information spells the end of the
Khazar banksters' debt money system also. See eg: [link to abundanthope.net] And: [link to
abundanthope.net]
See also: [link to abundanthope.net]
NOTE also, that the military applications of these research developments are available to the
Russians and Iranians respectively. But even ignoring such implications, the negative aspects for
USrael of any attack on Syria or Iran are overwhelming.
Sooo, for these reasons, as well as having regard to the obvious signs of financial and economic
collapse in the EU, I think that the current USD fiat monetary cum banking system is on its last
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legs. No dates, no pack drill… but the final result seems beyond question. And any attempt to use
the US military to prevent the collapse by eg making war on Syria or Iran, will just hasten the
coming debacle. Why? Because the US, NATO and Israel are on a hiding to nothing if they try to
bomb Syria or Iran. See eg: Armageddon Approaches: [link to abundanthope.net] And: [link to
vidrebel.wordpress.com] And: [link to abundanthope.net]
For a general perspective see: [link to abundanthope.net]
Of course there are many other similar analyses going back, at least to the work of the late Joe
Vialls up to 10 years ago. In other words, the Amerikkans and their allies are full of shit when it
comes to a military showdown with a country like Iran that has a real military, let alone with Russia
and China who are almost certainly vastly superior militarily.
Sooo, whether the current US based fiat monetary and fractional reserve banking system
collapses because of its lack of substance and its inherent inflationary instability or because
USrael try to initiate WWIII, the result will be the same. And it will happen “soon”
As I understand it, the “optimistic” scenario will only occur if Earth changes or Khazarian attempts
to destroy humanity and the planet get out of hand. Again, one cannot put a date on those
possibilities.
Take care,
Ron
******************.
CosmicHippy
User ID: 13841321
United States
04/07/2012 11:10 PM
Where does the money come from?
We all know that the Federal Reserve CORPORATION prints money - then loans it, at interest, to
our government. But wait until you see what a total scam this process is. But before we get to the
meat of this issue, let's remember one thing about the very essence of banking - primarily that
money should have some type of standard upon which its value is based. In the case of America,
we operate on what is called a "gold standard" (i.e. our money is backed by gold).
So, with that in mind, let's look at how money is actually created, and at what cost. If the Federal
Reserve wants to print 1,000 one-hundred ($100) bills, their total cost for ink, paper, plates, labor,
etc. would be approximately $23.00 (according to Davvy Kidd in "Why A Bankrupt America").
Now, if you do the math, the total cost of 10,000 bills would be $230.00 ($.023 x 10,000). But, and
here's the catch - 10,000 $100 bills equals $1,000,000! So, the Federal Reserve can "create" a
million dollars, then LEND it to the U.S. Government (with interest) for a total cost of $230.
00! That's not a bad deal, huh!
The banking industry calls this process "seignorage." I call it outright THEFT. Why? Well,
regardless of the immense profit margin ($1,000,000 for $230), plus the huge interest payments,
our government then needs to STEAL the American people's money to payoff their debts via a
Mob-like agency called the IRS. So the bankers steal from the government, then the government
turns around and steals from the people. I'm no genius, but who do you think is getting screwed in
this process? US - the people at the bottom rung of the ladder.
CosmicHippy
User ID: 13841321
United States
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04/07/2012 11:15 PM
Very important topic i think to understand why we need to do away with usury...
We need to tear out the parasites methods of debt slavery and replace it with something much
more fair...
Sooner the better

Quoting: Gildswirth

CosmicHippy
User ID: 13841321
United States
04/07/2012 11:29 PM
In my own writing,knowledge shared to me by my brothers and sisters...
Now that we know the Federal Reserve is a privately owned, for-profit corporation, a natural
question would be: who OWNS this company? Peter Kershaw provides the answer in "Economic
Solutions" where he lists the ten primary shareholders in the Federal Reserve banking system.
1) The Rothschild Family - London 2) The Rothschild Family - Berlin 3) The Lazard Brothers Paris 4) Israel Seiff - Italy 5) Kuhn-Loeb Company - Germany 6) The Warburgs - Amsterdam 7)
The Warburgs - Hamburg 8) Lehman Brothers - New York 9) Goldman & Sachs - New York 10)
The Rockefeller Family - New York
Now I don't know about you, but something is terribly wrong with this situation. Namely, don't we
live in AMERICA? If so, why are seven of the top ten stockholders located in FOREIGN countries?
That's 70%! To further convey how screwed-up this system is, Jim Marrs provides the following
data in his phenomenal book, "Rule By Secrecy.
" He says that the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, which undeniably controls the other eleven
Federal Reserve branches, is essentially controlled by two financial institutions:
1) Chase-Manhattan (controlled by the Rockefellers) - 6,389,445 shares - 32.
3%
2) Citbank - 4,051,851 shares - 20.
5%
Thus, these two entities control nearly 53% of the New York Federal Reserve Bank. Doesn't that
boggle your mind? Now, considering how many trillions of dollars are involved here, and how the
bankers are WAY above our "selected" officials in Washington, D.C., do you think the above-listed
banks and families have an inordinate amount of say-so in how our country is being run? The
answer is blindingly apparent.
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Where does the money come from?
We all know that the Federal Reserve CORPORATION prints money - then loans it, at interest, to
our government. But wait until you see what a total scam this process is. But before we get to the
meat of this issue, let's remember one thing about the very essence of banking - primarily that
money should have some type of standard upon which its value is based. In the case of America,
we operate on what is called a "gold standard" (i.e. our money is backed by gold).
So, with that in mind, let's look at how money is actually created, and at what cost. If the Federal
Reserve wants to print 1,000 one-hundred ($100) bills, their total cost for ink, paper, plates, labor,
etc. would be approximately $23.00 (according to Davvy Kidd in "Why A Bankrupt America").
Now, if you do the math, the total cost of 10,000 bills would be $230.00 ($.023 x 10,000). But, and
here's the catch - 10,000 $100 bills equals $1,000,000! So, the Federal Reserve can "create" a
million dollars, then LEND it to the U.S. Government (with interest) for a total cost of $230.
00! That's not a bad deal, huh!
The banking industry calls this process "seignorage." I call it outright THEFT. Why? Well,
regardless of the immense profit margin ($1,000,000 for $230), plus the huge interest payments,
our government then needs to STEAL the American people's money to payoff their debts via a
Mob-like agency called the IRS. So the bankers steal from the government, then the government
turns around and steals from the people. I'm no genius, but who do you think is getting screwed in
this process? US - the people at the bottom rung of the ladder.
What's worse is that - now catch your breath - there's NO MORE gold left in Fort Knox! It's all
gone. In other words, the GOLD STANDARD that our financial system was based upon is now an
illusion. We can't convert our money into gold --- only other currency. The entire underlying basis
for our money is now a lie - a sham. The Federal Reserve has become so arrogant that they've
become a literal MONEY MAKING MACHINE, creating currency out of thin air! So that's where
the Fed gets their money - they literally make it, then lend it to us so they can make even MORE
money off of it.
Money As A Religion
The above-detailed process has become so ridiculous that William Grieder, former assistant
managing editor of the Washington Post, wrote a book in 1987 entitled, "Secrets of the Temple:
How the Federal Reserve Runs the Country" that details how the Controllers have conditioned us
to accept this absurd situation.
To modern minds," he writes, "it seemed bizarre to think of the Federal Reserve as a religious
institution. Yet the conspiracy theorists, in their own demented way, were on to something real
and significant. The Fed did also function in the realm of religion. Its mysterious powers of money
creation, inherited from priestly forebears, shielded a complex bundle of social and psychological
meanings. With its own form of secret incantation, the Federal Reserve presided over awesome
social ritual, transactions so powerful and frightening they seemed to lie beyond common
understanding.
"
Mr. Grieder continues, "Above all, money was a function of faith. It required implicit and universal
social consent that was indeed mysterious. To create money and use it, each one must believe,
and everyone must believe. Only then did worthless pieces of paper take on value.
"
Do you get it? MONEY is an ILLUSION! Why? Because the gold standard upon which our money
is supposed to be based has been eliminated. There's no more gold in Fort Knox. It's all GONE!
Now, money really IS only paper!!! In the past, money was supposed to represent something of
tangible value.
Now it's simply paper!
Taken one step further, many of us don't even use paper money any more! Why? Well, here's a
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scenario. Many places of employment directly deposit their employee's paychecks into the bank.
Once the money is there, when bill time comes around, the person in question can write out a
stack of checks to pay them. Plus, when they need gasoline they use a credit card; and groceries
a debit card. If this person goes out for dinner on Friday night, they can charge the tab on their
diner's card. But what about the tip? They simply scribble in the amount at the bottom of the
check. So far, the person hasn't spent a single dollar bill. Plus, if you bring electronic banking into
the picture, we've virtually eliminated the use for money.
And, God forbid, what happens when encoded microchips are implanted into the backs of our
hand?
In essence, money has become nothing more than an illusion - an electronic figure or amount on
a computer screen. That's it! As time goes on, we have an increasing tendency toward being
sucked into this Wizard of Oz vortex of unreality. Think about it. Americans as a whole are
carrying more personal debt than in any other time in history. Plus our government keeps going
further and further into the hole, with no hope of ever crawling out. But we have less and less
actual MONEY! We're being enslaved by the debt of electronic blips on a computer screen! And
70% of the banks that control this debt via the Federal Reserve exist in foreign countries! What in
God's name is going on? As author William Bramley says, "The result of this whole system is
MASSIVE debt at every level of society.
"
We're getting screwed in a sickening way, folks, and the people doing it are demented magicianpriests that use the ILLUSION of money as their control device. And I hate to say it, but if we allow
things to keep going as they are, the situation will only get worse. Our only hope ... ONLY HOPE
... is to immediately take drastic action and remedy this crime.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/07/2012 11:39 PM

Where does the money come from?
We all know that the Federal Reserve CORPORATION prints money - then loans it, at interest, to
our government. But wait until you see what a total scam this process is. But before we get to the
meat of this issue, let's remember one thing about the very essence of banking - primarily that
money should have some type of standard upon which its value is based. In the case of
America, we operate on what is called a "gold standard" (i.e. our money is backed by gold).
So, with that in mind, let's look at how money is actually created, and at what cost. If the Federal
Reserve wants to print 1,000 one-hundred ($100) bills, their total cost for ink, paper, plates, labor,
etc. would be approximately $23.00 (according to Davvy Kidd in "Why A Bankrupt America").
Now, if you do the math, the total cost of 10,000 bills would be $230.00 ($.023 x 10,000). But, and
here's the catch - 10,000 $100 bills equals $1,000,000! So, the Federal Reserve can "create" a
million dollars, then LEND it to the U.S. Government (with interest) for a total cost of $230.
00! That's not a bad deal, huh!
The banking industry calls this process "seignorage." I call it outright THEFT. Why? Well,
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regardless of the immense profit margin ($1,000,000 for $230), plus the huge interest payments,
our government then needs to STEAL the American people's money to payoff their debts via a
Mob-like agency called the IRS. So the bankers steal from the government, then the government
turns around and steals from the people. I'm no genius, but who do you think is getting screwed in
this process? US - the people at the bottom rung of the ladder.
Quoting: CosmicHippy
Dear one, where have you been, we operate on NO GOLD STANDARD IN AMERICA NONE. Do
not pay so much attention to Devvy, she does not have the information we do. While it is true the
printing costs etc vertually all MONEY is created by their imagination. There is no gold backing
it.
WE have a great deal of information on our site also about the OITC, and Foundation Divine. As
to ron's story above about Libya, Ghaddafi was also guardian and protectorate of Foundation
Divine wealth in that region of the world. I would suggest a simple reading here to familiarize
yourself with the OITC and the Foundation Divine.
[link to abundanthope.net]

The OITC was recently destroyed by a game that is difficult to cover here and I shall not. But
China was involved, as well as several various counter and double agents including rogue CIA.
You may remember this thread from October 2010 here.
Thread: Chinese briefcases were opened today - what will you be told? It is loosely true and those
suitcases were notice of Chinese Dragon intent to take over the FEDERAL RESERVE which has
been the monetary tool of the Committee of 300 and which has been IN FACT the Global Central
bank of the Central banks and it has only to do with being the US Central Bank because of the
dollar being the reserve currency and the Khazar Control thru this country.
Devvy writes some valid stuff, I recommend her, but she does not know the depth and almost
everyone I have read who writes about the FED does not know it is the Global Central Bank It is
time to start understanding that.
I would highly suggest forgetting Devvy and paying attention to Ron Chapman, he is well versed.
CosmicHippy
User ID: 13841321
United States
04/08/2012 12:03 AM
Where does the money come from?
We all know that the Federal Reserve CORPORATION prints money - then loans it, at interest, to
our government. But wait until you see what a total scam this process is. But before we get to the
meat of this issue, let's remember one thing about the very essence of banking - primarily that
money should have some type of standard upon which its value is based. In the case of
America, we operate on what is called a "gold standard" (i.e. our money is backed by gold).
So, with that in mind, let's look at how money is actually created, and at what cost. If the Federal
Reserve wants to print 1,000 one-hundred ($100) bills, their total cost for ink, paper, plates, labor,
etc. would be approximately $23.00 (according to Davvy Kidd in "Why A Bankrupt America").
Now, if you do the math, the total cost of 10,000 bills would be $230.00 ($.023 x 10,000). But, and
here's the catch - 10,000 $100 bills equals $1,000,000! So, the Federal Reserve can "create" a
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million dollars, then LEND it to the U.S. Government (with interest) for a total cost of $230.
00! That's not a bad deal, huh!
The banking industry calls this process "seignorage." I call it outright THEFT. Why? Well,
regardless of the immense profit margin ($1,000,000 for $230), plus the huge interest payments,
our government then needs to STEAL the American people's money to payoff their debts via a
Mob-like agency called the IRS. So the bankers steal from the government, then the government
turns around and steals from the people. I'm no genius, but who do you think is getting screwed in
this process? US - the people at the bottom rung of the ladder.
Quoting: CosmicHippy
Dear one, where have you been, we operate on NO GOLD STANDARD IN AMERICA NONE. Do
not pay so much attention to Devvy, she does not have the information we do. While it is true the
printing costs etc vertually all MONEY is created by their imagination. There is no gold backing
it.
WE have a great deal of information on our site also about the OITC, and Foundation Divine. As
to ron's story above about Libya, Ghaddafi was also guardian and protectorate of Foundation
Divine wealth in that region of the world. I would suggest a simple reading here to familiarize
yourself with the OITC and the Foundation Divine.
[link to abundanthope.net]

The OITC was recently destroyed by a game that is difficult to cover here and I shall not. But
China was involved, as well as several various counter and double agents including rogue CIA.
You may remember this thread from October 2010 here.
Thread: Chinese briefcases were opened today - what will you be told? It is loosely true and those
suitcases were notice of Chinese Dragon intent to take over the FEDERAL RESERVE which has
been the monetary tool of the Committee of 300 and which has been IN FACT the Global Central
bank of the Central banks and it has only to do with being the US Central Bank because of the
dollar being the reserve currency and the Khazar Control thru this country.
Devvy writes some valid stuff, I recommend her, but she does not know the depth and almost
everyone I have read who writes about the FED does not know it is the Global Central Bank It is
time to start understanding that.
I would highly suggest forgetting Devvy and paying attention to Ron Chapman, he is well versed.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

i know, did you read my full post?
you must have missed this part:)
"What's worse is that - now catch your breath - there's NO MORE gold left in Fort Knox! It's all
gone. In other words, the GOLD STANDARD that our financial system was based upon is now an
illusion. We can't convert our money into gold --- only other currency. The entire underlying basis
for our money is now a lie - a sham. The Federal Reserve has become so arrogant that they've
become a literal MONEY MAKING MACHINE, creating currency out of thin air! So that's where
the Fed gets their money - they literally make it, then lend it to us so they can make even MORE
money off of it."
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CosmicHippy
User ID: 13841321
United States
04/08/2012 12:12 AM
all hidden truths revealed...

abundance for all...

thank you:)
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/08/2012 12:18 AM

Where does the money come from?
We all know that the Federal Reserve CORPORATION prints money - then loans it, at interest, to
our government. But wait until you see what a total scam this process is. But before we get to the
meat of this issue, let's remember one thing about the very essence of banking - primarily that
money should have some type of standard upon which its value is based. In the case of
America, we operate on what is called a "gold standard" (i.e. our money is backed by gold).
So, with that in mind, let's look at how money is actually created, and at what cost. If the Federal
Reserve wants to print 1,000 one-hundred ($100) bills, their total cost for ink, paper, plates, labor,
etc. would be approximately $23.00 (according to Davvy Kidd in "Why A Bankrupt America").
Now, if you do the math, the total cost of 10,000 bills would be $230.00 ($.023 x 10,000). But, and
here's the catch - 10,000 $100 bills equals $1,000,000! So, the Federal Reserve can "create" a
million dollars, then LEND it to the U.S. Government (with interest) for a total cost of $230.
00! That's not a bad deal, huh!
The banking industry calls this process "seignorage." I call it outright THEFT. Why? Well,
regardless of the immense profit margin ($1,000,000 for $230), plus the huge interest payments,
our government then needs to STEAL the American people's money to payoff their debts via a
Mob-like agency called the IRS. So the bankers steal from the government, then the government
turns around and steals from the people. I'm no genius, but who do you think is getting screwed in
this process? US - the people at the bottom rung of the ladder.
Quoting: CosmicHippy
Dear one, where have you been, we operate on NO GOLD STANDARD IN AMERICA NONE. Do
not pay so much attention to Devvy, she does not have the information we do. While it is true the
printing costs etc vertually all MONEY is created by their imagination. There is no gold backing
it.
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WE have a great deal of information on our site also about the OITC, and Foundation Divine. As
to ron's story above about Libya, Ghaddafi was also guardian and protectorate of Foundation
Divine wealth in that region of the world. I would suggest a simple reading here to familiarize
yourself with the OITC and the Foundation Divine.
[link to abundanthope.net]

The OITC was recently destroyed by a game that is difficult to cover here and I shall not. But
China was involved, as well as several various counter and double agents including rogue CIA.
You may remember this thread from October 2010 here.
Thread: Chinese briefcases were opened today - what will you be told? It is loosely true and those
suitcases were notice of Chinese Dragon intent to take over the FEDERAL RESERVE which has
been the monetary tool of the Committee of 300 and which has been IN FACT the Global Central
bank of the Central banks and it has only to do with being the US Central Bank because of the
dollar being the reserve currency and the Khazar Control thru this country.
Devvy writes some valid stuff, I recommend her, but she does not know the depth and almost
everyone I have read who writes about the FED does not know it is the Global Central Bank It is
time to start understanding that.
I would highly suggest forgetting Devvy and paying attention to Ron Chapman, he is well versed.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

i know, did you read my full post?
you must have missed this part:)
"What's worse is that - now catch your breath - there's NO MORE gold left in Fort Knox! It's all
gone. In other words, the GOLD STANDARD that our financial system was based upon is now an
illusion. We can't convert our money into gold --- only other currency. The entire underlying basis
for our money is now a lie - a sham. The Federal Reserve has become so arrogant that they've
become a literal MONEY MAKING MACHINE, creating currency out of thin air! So that's where
the Fed gets their money - they literally make it, then lend it to us so they can make even MORE
money off of it."
Quoting: CosmicHippy

I took what I responded to, which is quoted and I bolded what I was refering to. I quoted using the
quote feature, so that is a full quote I assume. did you make another I missed? I don't see that
above. I think most here on glp hopefully do know the money is made out of thin air though. Lets
get to the more nitty gritty which Ron may decide or not to continue here in this thread. We don't
need rehash of some old Devvy stuff.
He is very talented and I spent a lot of time with the OITC guys, now out of work with the
destruction of the OITC. WE have tons of coverage on our site. TONS if you could print it and
weigh it would probably not be an underestimate. I don't know how much paper makes a pound.
notice that
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User ID: 13870395
United States
04/08/2012 12:18 AM
Where does the money come from?
We all know that the Federal Reserve CORPORATION prints money - then loans it, at interest, to
our government. But wait until you see what a total scam this process is. But before we get to the
meat of this issue, let's remember one thing about the very essence of banking - primarily that
money should have some type of standard upon which its value is based. In the case of
America, we operate on what is called a "gold standard" (i.e. our money is backed by gold).
So, with that in mind, let's look at how money is actually created, and at what cost. If the Federal
Reserve wants to print 1,000 one-hundred ($100) bills, their total cost for ink, paper, plates, labor,
etc. would be approximately $23.00 (according to Davvy Kidd in "Why A Bankrupt America").
Now, if you do the math, the total cost of 10,000 bills would be $230.00 ($.023 x 10,000). But, and
here's the catch - 10,000 $100 bills equals $1,000,000! So, the Federal Reserve can "create" a
million dollars, then LEND it to the U.S. Government (with interest) for a total cost of $230.
00! That's not a bad deal, huh!
The banking industry calls this process "seignorage." I call it outright THEFT. Why? Well,
regardless of the immense profit margin ($1,000,000 for $230), plus the huge interest payments,
our government then needs to STEAL the American people's money to payoff their debts via a
Mob-like agency called the IRS. So the bankers steal from the government, then the government
turns around and steals from the people. I'm no genius, but who do you think is getting screwed in
this process? US - the people at the bottom rung of the ladder.
Quoting: CosmicHippy
Dear one, where have you been, we operate on NO GOLD STANDARD IN AMERICA NONE. Do
not pay so much attention to Devvy, she does not have the information we do. While it is true the
printing costs etc vertually all MONEY is created by their imagination. There is no gold backing
it.
WE have a great deal of information on our site also about the OITC, and Foundation Divine. As
to ron's story above about Libya, Ghaddafi was also guardian and protectorate of Foundation
Divine wealth in that region of the world. I would suggest a simple reading here to familiarize
yourself with the OITC and the Foundation Divine.
[link to abundanthope.net]

The OITC was recently destroyed by a game that is difficult to cover here and I shall not. But
China was involved, as well as several various counter and double agents including rogue CIA.
You may remember this thread from October 2010 here.
Thread: Chinese briefcases were opened today - what will you be told? It is loosely true and those
suitcases were notice of Chinese Dragon intent to take over the FEDERAL RESERVE which has
been the monetary tool of the Committee of 300 and which has been IN FACT the Global Central
bank of the Central banks and it has only to do with being the US Central Bank because of the
dollar being the reserve currency and the Khazar Control thru this country.
Devvy writes some valid stuff, I recommend her, but she does not know the depth and almost
everyone I have read who writes about the FED does not know it is the Global Central Bank It is
time to start understanding that.
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I would highly suggest forgetting Devvy and paying attention to Ron Chapman, he is well versed.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

i know, did you read my full post?
you must have missed this part:)
"What's worse is that - now catch your breath - there's NO MORE gold left in Fort Knox! It's all
gone. In other words, the GOLD STANDARD that our financial system was based upon is now an
illusion. We can't convert our money into gold --- only other currency. The entire underlying basis
for our money is now a lie - a sham. The Federal Reserve has become so arrogant that they've
become a literal MONEY MAKING MACHINE, creating currency out of thin air! So that's where
the Fed gets their money - they literally make it, then lend it to us so they can make even MORE
money off of it."
Quoting: CosmicHippy

None of that 'making money out of air' makes a difference unless and until someone endorses the
debt.
As usual, people come here with all their anti-FED blather and smoke, but offer no solution. I
heard it, read about it and studied it for years, but still no solution.
Then I found out about 12-USC 411 and lawful money redemption.
Follow this guru or that guru, he knows more than so-and-so, well, it is all moot without real,
workable solutions RIGHT NOW.
I have provided that solution, the same solution that was there when Abe Lincolon first issued the
greenbacks is here today.
DEMAND IS MADE FOR LAWFUL MONEY PER 12-USC 411
Take it or leave it, but wordy posts with no solution, interviews with so called 'experts' who are
getting paid with Federal Reserve Debt mean crap to me, because they are still part of (and
actively endorse) the system they preach against.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/08/2012 12:26 AM
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Where does the money come from?
We all know that the Federal Reserve CORPORATION prints money - then loans it, at interest, to
our government. But wait until you see what a total scam this process is. But before we get to the
meat of this issue, let's remember one thing about the very essence of banking - primarily that
money should have some type of standard upon which its value is based. In the case of
America, we operate on what is called a "gold standard" (i.e. our money is backed by gold).
So, with that in mind, let's look at how money is actually created, and at what cost. If the Federal
Reserve wants to print 1,000 one-hundred ($100) bills, their total cost for ink, paper, plates, labor,
etc. would be approximately $23.00 (according to Davvy Kidd in "Why A Bankrupt America").
Now, if you do the math, the total cost of 10,000 bills would be $230.00 ($.023 x 10,000). But, and
here's the catch - 10,000 $100 bills equals $1,000,000! So, the Federal Reserve can "create" a
million dollars, then LEND it to the U.S. Government (with interest) for a total cost of $230.
00! That's not a bad deal, huh!
The banking industry calls this process "seignorage." I call it outright THEFT. Why? Well,
regardless of the immense profit margin ($1,000,000 for $230), plus the huge interest payments,
our government then needs to STEAL the American people's money to payoff their debts via a
Mob-like agency called the IRS. So the bankers steal from the government, then the government
turns around and steals from the people. I'm no genius, but who do you think is getting screwed in
this process? US - the people at the bottom rung of the ladder.
Quoting: CosmicHippy
Dear one, where have you been, we operate on NO GOLD STANDARD IN AMERICA NONE. Do
not pay so much attention to Devvy, she does not have the information we do. While it is true the
printing costs etc vertually all MONEY is created by their imagination. There is no gold backing
it.
WE have a great deal of information on our site also about the OITC, and Foundation Divine. As
to ron's story above about Libya, Ghaddafi was also guardian and protectorate of Foundation
Divine wealth in that region of the world. I would suggest a simple reading here to familiarize
yourself with the OITC and the Foundation Divine.
[link to abundanthope.net]

The OITC was recently destroyed by a game that is difficult to cover here and I shall not. But
China was involved, as well as several various counter and double agents including rogue CIA.
You may remember this thread from October 2010 here.
Thread: Chinese briefcases were opened today - what will you be told? It is loosely true and those
suitcases were notice of Chinese Dragon intent to take over the FEDERAL RESERVE which has
been the monetary tool of the Committee of 300 and which has been IN FACT the Global Central
bank of the Central banks and it has only to do with being the US Central Bank because of the
dollar being the reserve currency and the Khazar Control thru this country.
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Devvy writes some valid stuff, I recommend her, but she does not know the depth and almost
everyone I have read who writes about the FED does not know it is the Global Central Bank It is
time to start understanding that.
I would highly suggest forgetting Devvy and paying attention to Ron Chapman, he is well versed.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

i know, did you read my full post?
you must have missed this part:)
"What's worse is that - now catch your breath - there's NO MORE gold left in Fort Knox! It's all
gone. In other words, the GOLD STANDARD that our financial system was based upon is now an
illusion. We can't convert our money into gold --- only other currency. The entire underlying basis
for our money is now a lie - a sham. The Federal Reserve has become so arrogant that they've
become a literal MONEY MAKING MACHINE, creating currency out of thin air! So that's where
the Fed gets their money - they literally make it, then lend it to us so they can make even MORE
money off of it."
Quoting: CosmicHippy

None of that 'making money out of air' makes a difference unless and until someone endorses the
debt.
As usual, people come here with all their anti-FED blather and smoke, but offer no solution. I
heard it, read about it and studied it for years, but still no solution.
Then I found out about 12-USC 411 and lawful money redemption.
Follow this guru or that guru, he knows more than so-and-so, well, it is all moot without real,
workable solutions RIGHT NOW.
I have provided that solution, the same solution that was there when Abe Lincolon first issued the
greenbacks is here today.
DEMAND IS MADE FOR LAWFUL MONEY PER 12-USC 411
Take it or leave it, but wordy posts with no solution, interviews with so called 'experts' who are
getting paid with Federal Reserve Debt mean crap to me, because they are still part of (and
actively endorse) the system they preach against.
Quoting: notice that 13870395

I will let Ron answer to your demand. If there is a 12_usc 411 that is valid, he probably knows
about it. so not one more post on that one, as you are not going to hog the thread with it, until HE
SEES and can make a reply. This stuff is not doable by a general public who knows nothing of it
and has no courage to face jail and worse. There are lots of success stories out there that are not
success stories and when people try them, they loose it all and/or go to jail.
Did you get YOUR "lawful money redemption" or are you full of hopes and hot air but no action?
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Did it work for you? If you did it, fine, let us know how it worked for you. There is no taking down
the global federal reserve system by any such small measures, nor have people been able to take
down the IRS either, because these thugs have big guns and well paid courts and attorneys who
work for them and not the people.
I am not being impolite here, understand at this point in time, its too late for the people, even
though I often say the people had something to do with letting it happen. They did, they followed
all the rules and they love their money and can see no other visionary way. That will come in the
future at some point. Maybe some people used this, but again I ask, how are they doing, how do
you do business as usual ? Please actually place the link to that old thread if you are going to
make an issue here. But again, as Ron to address what he knows or does not know about it first.
You ones are going to come into an understanding of the global issues facing this world, or not, its
your choice. Also the Fed does not just "print" money, it makes money by method of Digital
Credits also.
It is 10:30, I am going to bed. Ron may or may not be back over my night., It may be a family day
of easter where he is too.
CosmicHippy
User ID: 13841321
United States
04/08/2012 12:49 AM
I took what I responded to, which is quoted and I bolded what I was refering to. I quoted using the
quote feature, so that is a full quote I assume. did you make another I missed? I don't see that
above. I think most here on glp hopefully do know the money is made out of thin air though. Lets
get to the more nitty gritty which Ron may decide or not to continue here in this thread. We don't
need rehash of some old Devvy stuff.
He is very talented and I spent a lot of time with the OITC guys, now out of work with the
destruction of the OITC. WE have tons of coverage on our site. TONS if you could print it and
weigh it would probably not be an underestimate. I don't know how much paper makes a pound.
Quoting:

lol, i hear you...
thank you
i too am on a mission to share Truth and to abolish the "federal" reserve banking system..:)

it is done.
thank you:)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1492246
Russian Federation
04/08/2012 01:10 AM
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i too am on a mission to share Truth and to abolish the "federal" reserve banking system..:)
Quoting: CosmicHippy

The truth is known already, though nobody does nothing to stop it, change it, prevent it, etc.

Keep talkin'
notice that
User ID: 13870395
United States
04/08/2012 01:38 AM
...

I will let Ron answer to your demand. If there is a 12_usc 411 that is valid, he probably knows
about it. so not one more post on that one, as you are not going to hog the thread with it, until HE
SEES and can make a reply. This stuff is not doable by a general public who knows nothing of it
and has no courage to face jail and worse. There are lots of success stories out there that are not
success stories and when people try them, they loose it all and/or go to jail.
Did you get YOUR "lawful money redemption" or are you full of hopes and hot air but no action?
Did it work for you? If you did it, fine, let us know how it worked for you. There is no taking down
the global federal reserve system by any such small measures, nor have people been able to take
down the IRS either, because these thugs have big guns and well paid courts and attorneys who
work for them and not the people.
I am not being impolite here, understand at this point in time, its too late for the people, even
though I often say the people had something to do with letting it happen. They did, they followed
all the rules and they love their money and can see no other visionary way. That will come in the
future at some point. Maybe some people used this, but again I ask, how are they doing, how do
you do business as usual ? Please actually place the link to that old thread if you are going to
make an issue here. But again, as Ron to address what he knows or does not know about it first.
You ones are going to come into an understanding of the global issues facing this world, or not, its
your choice. Also the Fed does not just "print" money, it makes money by method of Digital
Credits also.
It is 10:30, I am going to bed. Ron may or may not be back over my night., It may be a family day
of easter where he is too.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

I have been redeeming lawful money for nearly 4 years now. I really could care less "What Ron
knows".
I know, I do it, as have many others. What has Ron done that hundreds if not thousands have
done? Talk, write, lecture and talk some more, all the while still endorsing, using and profiting from
the very system he huffs and puffs about.
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No solutions, no changes, nothing from the so called "lawyer" Ron. By the way, I seriously doubt
he is a lawyer, an attorney at law, maybe, but if he is a member of the BAR, he is no lawyer and
is, in fact, a sworn member of the very group of people actively working to enslave the human
race under Corporate rule.
Again, part of the problem or part of the solution, no middle of the road.
Those are the facts.
CosmicHippy
User ID: 13841321
United States
04/08/2012 01:50 AM
i too am on a mission to share Truth and to abolish the "federal" reserve banking system..:)
Quoting: CosmicHippy

The truth is known already, though nobody does nothing to stop it, change it, prevent it, etc.

Keep talkin'
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1492246

i also take action

and have taken actions...

i am ready for the shift my brother...:)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 1492246
Russian Federation
04/08/2012 02:03 AM
i too am on a mission to share Truth and to abolish the "federal" reserve banking system..:)
Quoting: CosmicHippy

The truth is known already, though nobody does nothing to stop it, change it, prevent it, etc.

Keep talkin'
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1492246
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i also take action

and have taken actions...

i am ready for the shift my brother...:)
Quoting: CosmicHippy

Ready to eliminate those bastards? :)
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 6918925
Australia
04/08/2012 02:15 AM
is there anyway we can actually download the file instead of being forced to stream the file?
Andyjax
User ID: 11308824
United States
04/08/2012 02:41 AM
i just saw this a few minutes ago and thought it appropriate.

this young lady knows what she speaks.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/08/2012 08:47 AM

is there anyway we can actually download the file instead of being forced to stream the file?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 6918925

As we have said, we will have the files on my website shortly, and they are downloadable. I will
place the linky here when we have them.
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Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/08/2012 08:48 AM

i too am on a mission to share Truth and to abolish the "federal" reserve banking system..:)
Quoting: CosmicHippy

The truth is known already, though nobody does nothing to stop it, change it, prevent it, etc.

Keep talkin'
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1492246

Well your leader is doing something. Lucky you. But the rest of the world dependent on it is not
going to do well.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13657084
Australia
04/08/2012 09:49 AM
G’day cobbers,
Thanks CosmicHippy for a good run down on the current situation with the Fed’s money scam and
your ID of the Ashkenazis who own it and are, as a consequence, enslaving USans and all
humanity. And “yes” I note that you mentioned that the US dollar (USD) is not backed by gold.
That situation has existed since 1933, as NIP says. Those not familiar with how it came about may
find James Trafficant’s truth telling experience in congress interesting. See eg: [link to
abundanthope.net]
This whole monetary and banking subject is huge. What I try to do is help people to become
aware of the scam and its general effects. CosmicHippy, you mention that US fiat money is an
illusion, and so it is. The problem is that “money” today is an idea rather than a thing and as such
it is a mind control mechanism which the banksters have spent centuries inculcating into human
consciousness to the extent that today they have been able to entrain the thought processes of
almost everyone on the planet. As I see it, our job is to chip away at that meme so that people can
start to see it for what it is. As it stands the USD and the money meme generally, exists because
people believe in it. Until and unless a critical mass of humanity understands the true situation,
that meme will continue to exist and humanity will stay enslaved, in effect, by choice. Arguably,
deliberate ignorance is a choice.
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Given the banksters near total control of political, economic, educational, social and the
mainstream media aspects of human life; AND their monopoly on force and violence on the
planet, it seems to me that, in the short term, the only way out of humanity’s current predicament
will be via some radical shock to the global financial and economic system such that people will
rethink (or at least start to think about) what money is and how and why it is being used to exploit
and enslave humanity. That’s why I think that the most likely solution to the current ridiculous
global monetary cum banking system will come when the system implodes. That process is well
under way.
In the meantime I feel that the main thing I can do is try to increase general awareness about the
criminal absurdity of the global monetary and banking systems and the equally fictional and
fraudulent system of corporate personhood that enables the whole global farce to take place.
While individuals can chip away at the edges of the money issue as 13870395 mentions, the
situation will not change until a significant number of USans and, hopefully, substantial numbers
of people all around the world, UNDERSTAND that money is not necessary to human existence
and that it is a mind control mechanism imposed on humanity by hidden global controllers. THAT
task is huge and is unlikely to bear fruit until hundreds of millions of people in the Western World
find that they are no longer comfortable in their current enslaved condition.
When the USD plummets in value people will start to question the system but very few will bother
to do so before that happens. When it does happen, those who are awake to the problem will
need to help everyone else to understand what is happening because there will be great shock
and much chaos and suffering.
As far as I am concerned, the main point of understanding these matters, and telling others about
them, is simply a matter of consciousness raising. It’s not a matter of being an expert, its about
being conscious and sharing what one knows. That is difficult because most people do not want to
hear the truth but we must persevere. Or so I think.
Arguably government as we know it, is organised crime. Why? Because governments are the
instruments used by the banksters to manipulate and dominate humanity. Global monetary and
banking fraud could not exist without the secret complicity of governments and so it is also
necessary to educate people about those aspects of the problem also. That will be very difficult to
do because concepts like the “Strawman” seem sooo unreal that most people reject such
information without considering it at all. In truth though, people react to the idea of fractional
reserve banking in much the same way. All in all, I suspect that the entire global societal system
will have to collapse before human consciousness will come to grips with these issues on a global
basis.
Great Video Andyjax. The fact that a 12 year old girl is delivering the message may just stir the
consciousness of some sleepers.
Blessings to all,
Ron
****************
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/08/2012 10:31 AM
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all hidden truths revealed...

abundance for all...

thank you:)
Quoting: CosmicHippy

and that will come only when the people of this world give the money and live in LOVE. It is not
necessary. when we give it up and also place appropriate real leaders, all will have abundance.
Love practiced will see to it that everyone has decent housing and other appropriate necessities of
the physical life. We will develop more robots to do manual work, and we will have an abundance
of time to develop the spirit within. Image right now, if you could work just 20 hours a week? How
liberating would that be? And when we do that, a lot of spirit killing money related jobs and forced
labor on others will go away.
notice that.
User ID: 13870395
United States
04/08/2012 11:22 AM
Hey Ron, US Treasury Notes are backed by Gold, 300 million in Gold coin, to be exact.
I only use US treasury Notes for all my transactions. So do many others.
My questions to you are:
Have you, on the record, demanded lawful money at your bank?
Have you restricted your deposits, withdrawals and transactions be done in lawful money?
If not, why not?
If you are an attorney, you certainly know how to reserve your rights via restricted endorsement
(signature) and demand your right to lawful money?
Thanks :)
gd2balive
User ID: 1309296
United States
04/08/2012 01:01 PM
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Debt is a pact with the devil. Of course the devil always gets his due.
Quoting: Northman

It's a rendering unto the czars,the fallen...for it is their seal and image on the coin but unto the
Father what is it that we are reminded to render unto him?
Martin Nessuno en`eng`ko
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13865435
Mexico
04/08/2012 02:21 PM
Call me an old cynic but I wouldn't go holding my breath for usury or fractional banking to be
finished. You'll be dead before they are.....
Quoting: ACDC 433433

Maybe you are not aware some efforts are already being done to put the "mighty" dollar aside.
Haven't you hear of the BRIC Countries ? they are moving fast.
" The BRICS will also launch a benchmark equity index derivative shared by the stock exchanges
of all the five nations as soon as Friday. The instruments could be bought in local currencies.
The nations also plan to sign agreements facilitating banks to extend credit to other members in
local currency in order to diminish role of the dollar in trade between them."
Read something about this:
[link to rt.com]
And that's one of the main reasons the USA destroyed one of the most advanced countries in
Africa, Lybia, and ASSESINATED their Lider. Same reasons for trying to do the same with Siria.
Aand they already "made their point clear" to the Security Council (UN)about them aligning with
IRAN for not accepting more sanctions.
If you want to know more of the so called BRIC Nations... read here...
[link to www.globalsherpa.org]
Lady in Mexico.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13870395
United States
04/08/2012 02:36 PM
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Call me an old cynic but I wouldn't go holding my breath for usury or fractional banking to be
finished. You'll be dead before they are.....
Quoting: ACDC 433433

Maybe you are not aware some efforts are already being done to put the "mighty" dollar aside.
Haven't you hear of the BRIC Countries ? they are moving fast.
" The BRICS will also launch a benchmark equity index derivative shared by the stock exchanges
of all the five nations as soon as Friday. The instruments could be bought in local currencies.
The nations also plan to sign agreements facilitating banks to extend credit to other members in
local currency in order to diminish role of the dollar in trade between them."
Read something about this:
[link to rt.com]
And that's one of the main reasons the USA destroyed one of the most advanced countries in
Africa, Lybia, and ASSESINATED their Lider. Same reasons for trying to do the same with Siria.
Aand they already "made their point clear" to the Security Council (UN)about them aligning with
IRAN for not accepting more sanctions.
If you want to know more of the so called BRIC Nations... read here...
[link to www.globalsherpa.org]
Lady in Mexico.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 13865435

So what? Fractional reserve banking has nothing to do with the "dollar" fractionalize YEN, YAUN,
SOL, SAMOLIANS, or whatever other name you want to give unbacked, FIAT currency and you
have the exact same situation.
And do you really think that the IMF is not head deep in everything going on in BRICS?
Endorsement of fiat, fractional reserve currency is the issue, not the name of currency.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13865435
Mexico
04/08/2012 04:52 PM
Hey Ron, US Treasury Notes are backed by Gold, 300 million in Gold coin, to be exact.
I only use US treasury Notes for all my transactions. So do many others.
My questions to you are:
Have you, on the record, demanded lawful money at your bank?
Have you restricted your deposits, withdrawals and transactions be done in lawful money?
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If not, why not?
If you are an attorney, you certainly know how to reserve your rights via restricted endorsement
(signature) and demand your right to lawful money?
Thanks :)
Quoting: notice that. 13870395

Do you have any "privileged" information on that GOLD ?... I ask because there have been many
people trying to clear this out since some years back, now.
[link to www.youtube.com]
[link to www.youtube.com]
Can't believe how naive or disinformed US citizens are.
Lady in Mexico.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13870395
United States
04/08/2012 06:23 PM
Hey Ron, US Treasury Notes are backed by Gold, 300 million in Gold coin, to be exact.
I only use US treasury Notes for all my transactions. So do many others.
My questions to you are:
Have you, on the record, demanded lawful money at your bank?
Have you restricted your deposits, withdrawals and transactions be done in lawful money?
If not, why not?
If you are an attorney, you certainly know how to reserve your rights via restricted endorsement
(signature) and demand your right to lawful money?
Thanks :)
Quoting: notice that. 13870395

Do you have any "privileged" information on that GOLD ?... I ask because there have been many
people trying to clear this out since some years back, now.
[link to www.youtube.com]
[link to www.youtube.com]
Can't believe how naive or disinformed US citizens are.
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Lady in Mexico.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 13865435

First off, I am not a US Citizen. It is not 'privileged information, you are just ignorant of the history
of money in the united States of America.
The 300 million in Gold coins was surrendered by the american people to the Government in
1933/34 to FDR in the 'New Deal' and is held in trust by the treasury for those who redeem lawful
money and do NOT participate in fractional reserve banking nor Federal Reserve fiat money.
It was the same gold coin which was paid to those people who redeemed their Greenbacks for
them after the War of Northern aggression.
IT is not nor ever was the Gold bullion stored at Ft. Knox.
You are outta your league with me, lady. You may be ignorant to how the law and money work but
I am not.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 13827959
United States
04/08/2012 07:42 PM

Hey Ron, US Treasury Notes are backed by Gold, 300 million in Gold coin, to be exact.
I only use US treasury Notes for all my transactions. So do many others.
My questions to you are:
Have you, on the record, demanded lawful money at your bank?
Have you restricted your deposits, withdrawals and transactions be done in lawful money?
If not, why not?
If you are an attorney, you certainly know how to reserve your rights via restricted endorsement
(signature) and demand your right to lawful money?
Thanks :)
Quoting: notice that. 13870395
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Do you have any "privileged" information on that GOLD ?... I ask because there have been many
people trying to clear this out since some years back, now.
[link to www.youtube.com]
[link to www.youtube.com]
Can't believe how naive or disinformed US citizens are.
Lady in Mexico.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 13865435

First off, I am not a US Citizen. It is not 'privileged information, you are just ignorant of the history
of money in the united States of America.
The 300 million in Gold coins was surrendered by the american people to the Government in
1933/34 to FDR in the 'New Deal' and is held in trust by the treasury for those who redeem lawful
money and do NOT participate in fractional reserve banking nor Federal Reserve fiat money.
It was the same gold coin which was paid to those people who redeemed their Greenbacks for
them after the War of Northern aggression.
IT is not nor ever was the Gold bullion stored at Ft. Knox.
You are outta your league with me, lady. You may be ignorant to how the law and money work but
I am not.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 13870395
and....... How is again this lawful money given to one to use and what do the bills or coins look like
that you then use to trade for goods or pay your bills? It is but a drop in the bucket. And not the
solution whether there has been a long thread on glp or not. You of the whole world, us of a folks
or not are under the SAME SYSTEM and the United States is no longer a sovereign nation. So
how is this going to fix the world? I am asking for bigger thinking here, because this is NOW a
global world and that is not going to change, even if the NWO is taken out of power. Its part of the
Ascension process. You have to put the spiritual into the mix and the big goal will be to give up
money in any shape or form, coins, printed or digital credits.
the FEd however, does serve as the preparation to bring in global commerce of this world, its just
run all wrong. We must and well be for as long as we use "money" which is imaginary even if
"real", have one single global currency and that was to be provided for under guidance of the
heavenly hierarchy, by the Foundation Divine. Continue to pick on Ron and me and out of this
thread you go. Grow up. I have advisors YOU can only dream about. One more post of that type,
and I will ban you for you have come to disrupt. Put on thy thinking cap.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13657084
Australia
04/08/2012 11:15 PM
G’day 13870395,
This is not a competition. We are attempting to raise human consciousness so that the usurious
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fictional fiat monetary cum fractional reserve banking systems enslaving humanity can be
dissolved and replaced with positive, genuine societal mechanisms that will enhance people’s
ability to exchange goods and services without exploitation. That is the way to abundance and
happiness for all.
Humanity is currently controlled by monopolistic fiat money creation systems controlled by
corporate Central Banks globally. Criminal political puppet governments have unlawfully given
those Banks exclusive licenses to impose fictional money, usury and fractional reserve banking
practices on most nations in the world. Unless a critical mass of humans get to understand this
situation and wish to change it, it will continue. I, and Abundant Hope seek to bring that change
about. This is a consciousness raising exercise. It is not a personal aggrandisement project.
It follows that I see no merit in seeking to garner personal advantage from my knowledge of the
system. Humanity can only transition to a higher level of consciousness and thus experience
abundance, as a community. The fact that individuals achieve personal benefits while leaving
everyone enslaved will not change anything. Although achieving control of one’s “Strawman” may
give one more “money” or at least more of the things money can buy, it will not free humanity from
the thrall of the banksters and their enablers and henchmen.
See eg Mary Croft's E book (How I Clobbered Every Bureaucratic Cash Confiscatory Agency
Known To Man) at: [link to thecrowhouse.com] Or at: [link to www.hackcanada.com]
And: "Natural Man vs. Artificial Person, Law, Money & Banking" in six parts the first being:
[link to www.youtube.com] , and others like her, have done their best to help wake people up to
the truth about Strawman enslavement but it appears that most of those who have managed to
exempt themselves from bankster ownership have not.
Since the 1930s the banksters have assiduously continued to construct a world of illusion in which
wage-workers think they are free while their only real freedom is the ability to pay for their own
upkeep while accepting whatever work and wages the controllers offer and paying all the taxes,
licence fees, charges and penalties levied upon them by the fictional corporate legal entity “state”
and myriad other fictional corporations. So, instead of humanity rapidly working its way towards
utopia during the last 80 years it has been steadily grinding its way to dystopia.
In his Investigative Report Re the US Strawman UCC/Redemption Process, Barton A. Buhtz
states:
‘According to government sources well over twenty-five million UCC financing statements have
been filed with UCC offices in many states.* Corresponding commercial paperwork has been sent
to the Secretary of the Treasury. These facts have been compiled through information obtained
from the CID of the IRS, FBI, Secret Service, Justice Department, the Department of the Treasury
and the Secretary of State. By their own admission not one properly filed UCC form has been
rejected or criminally prosecuted.’ [Found at: [link to www.tpuc.org] And see: [link to
abundanthope.net] And: [link to abundanthope.net]
The implication is that as at May 26, 2003 (the time of the writing of that report) over 25 million
people had reclaimed their Strawman and gained the financial benefits available to them as a
result. That is a very substantial number! If even half that number of people had gone public with
their knowledge of the fraudulent arrangements involved, the banksters’ and their enablers and
political puppets would have been exposed and the current enslavement of the US population
would be but a distant memory. BUT they didn’t! That failure to publicise the truth implies that
most of the 25 million plus individuals involved (that number will no doubt be considerably larger
today) ARE COMPLICIT in the extortionate enslavement of their fellow humans.
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There is an old canard that says: ‘All that is required to allow evil to flourish is that too many good
men do nothing.’ In my view the truth is really that men do nothing because they perceive that to
be in their interests. Certainly that is why the current global matrix has flourished for so long. In
this instance many, many millions of USans must have deliberately done nothing in order to
preserve the status quo although they KNEW about and greatly benefited from this vicious rort
that was and is enslaving the majority of USans and most of the rest of the world.
It is probably reasonable to assume that the same situation applies in the UK, Canada, Australia
and all the other countries in which this system of enslavement was put in place in 1933. The
implication is that there may well have been millions of “insiders” in countries outside the US who
were/are COMPLICIT in the same way.
What this tells us is that the long-term, on-going global banksters’ New World Order conspiracy to
“own” the world and everyone and everything in it has been tacitly supported by huge numbers of
minions and hangers-on who sought to benefit from the process whether or not they understood
the entire plot or, more likely, just their little compartmentalised portion of it.
It seems clear that very few ordinary folk who are not complicit in some way in this devious system
will have discovered it and been able to redeem their Strawman before now. Clearly though, the
number of ordinary folk learning how to do it will be growing steadily as the information seeps into
general consciousness via the internet.
In my view everyone who becomes aware of this situation should try to fully understand it and
then communicate their knowledge to as many people as possible. If that is done the scam will
unravel as awareness and consciousness increases. The result will be that the banksters’ scheme
to impose a New World Order that totally enslaves humanity will collapse along with this scam. At
the end of his Report Barton Buhtz quotes Esu Immanuel: ‘You shall know the truth and the truth
will set you free,’
And so it is and so it will be!
So 13870395, my position is that I do not seek to personally profit from “inside” information about
the banksters’ conspiracy to rape, pillage, enslave and dominate humanity and our world, I just
want everyone to come to understand what is happening so that the carnage and devastation will
stop, for everyone. Then we will all benefit and abundance can be shared.
And 13870395, please keep a civil tongue in your head. Telling the Lady from Mexico that she is
ignorant but you are not smacks of argumentum ad hominem. Capiche?
Blessings
Ron
******************
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
04/17/2012 09:37 PM
Where does the money come from?
We all know that the Federal Reserve CORPORATION prints money - then loans it, at interest, to
our government. But wait until you see what a total scam this process is. But before we get to the
meat of this issue, let's remember one thing about the very essence of banking - primarily that
money should have some type of standard upon which its value is based. In the case of
America, we operate on what is called a "gold standard" (i.e. our money is backed by gold).
So, with that in mind, let's look at how money is actually created, and at what cost. If the Federal
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Reserve wants to print 1,000 one-hundred ($100) bills, their total cost for ink, paper, plates, labor,
etc. would be approximately $23.00 (according to Davvy Kidd in "Why A Bankrupt America").
Now, if you do the math, the total cost of 10,000 bills would be $230.00 ($.023 x 10,000). But, and
here's the catch - 10,000 $100 bills equals $1,000,000! So, the Federal Reserve can "create" a
million dollars, then LEND it to the U.S. Government (with interest) for a total cost of $230.
00! That's not a bad deal, huh!
The banking industry calls this process "seignorage." I call it outright THEFT. Why? Well,
regardless of the immense profit margin ($1,000,000 for $230), plus the huge interest payments,
our government then needs to STEAL the American people's money to payoff their debts via a
Mob-like agency called the IRS. So the bankers steal from the government, then the government
turns around and steals from the people. I'm no genius, but who do you think is getting screwed in
this process? US - the people at the bottom rung of the ladder.
Quoting: CosmicHippy
Dear one, where have you been, we operate on NO GOLD STANDARD IN AMERICA NONE. Do
not pay so much attention to Devvy, she does not have the information we do. While it is true the
printing costs etc vertually all MONEY is created by their imagination. There is no gold backing
it.
WE have a great deal of information on our site also about the OITC, and Foundation Divine. As
to ron's story above about Libya, Ghaddafi was also guardian and protectorate of Foundation
Divine wealth in that region of the world. I would suggest a simple reading here to familiarize
yourself with the OITC and the Foundation Divine.
[link to abundanthope.net]

The OITC was recently destroyed by a game that is difficult to cover here and I shall not. But
China was involved, as well as several various counter and double agents including rogue CIA.
You may remember this thread from October 2010 here.
Thread: Chinese briefcases were opened today - what will you be told? It is loosely true and those
suitcases were notice of Chinese Dragon intent to take over the FEDERAL RESERVE which has
been the monetary tool of the Committee of 300 and which has been IN FACT the Global Central
bank of the Central banks and it has only to do with being the US Central Bank because of the
dollar being the reserve currency and the Khazar Control thru this country.
Devvy writes some valid stuff, I recommend her, but she does not know the depth and almost
everyone I have read who writes about the FED does not know it is the Global Central Bank It is
time to start understanding that.
I would highly suggest forgetting Devvy and paying attention to Ron Chapman, he is well versed.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

i know, did you read my full post?
you must have missed this part:)
"What's worse is that - now catch your breath - there's NO MORE gold left in Fort Knox! It's all
gone. In other words, the GOLD STANDARD that our financial system was based upon is now an
illusion. We can't convert our money into gold --- only other currency. The entire underlying basis
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for our money is now a lie - a sham. The Federal Reserve has become so arrogant that they've
become a literal MONEY MAKING MACHINE, creating currency out of thin air! So that's where
the Fed gets their money - they literally make it, then lend it to us so they can make even MORE
money off of it."
Quoting: CosmicHippy

The US government has some storage area at Ft. Knox. They may or may not have gold stored
there, and they may or may not have title to that gold. But what does it matter, the US government
does not cause the printing of the money.
The Federal Reserve Board of Governors causes money to be printed. (The Treasury runs the
actual printing presses, but so what, they run them if and only if the Fed tells them to.) As I
remember some testimony to Congress, the Fed Board of Governors has no gold.
The Fed member banks may have gold. The NY Fed has the most gold in storage by far, in vaults
under its building at 33 Liberty St. in Manhattan. They do not have title to most of that gold; most
is owned by foreign entities, according to the NY Fed.
So to summarize, it seems to me that US Treasury gold in Ft. Knox is irrelevant because the US
Treasury is irrelevant.
But the Fed apparently has little gold either. Maybe they don't believe much in gold and are
bearish on it. Seriously. I don't know, but unless there's some gold they are not telling us about,
the Fed is not a very big owner of gold.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
04/17/2012 09:40 PM
Correction: I meant Federal Reserve Regional Banks above (NY Fed, St. Louis Fed, Kansas City
Fed, etc.) not the Fed member banks (Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Citi, Bank of America,
etc.)
By the way (and off topic), these days, Fed member banks are not just US entities, but many
financial institutions around the world. Candace seems right, they are acting as the WORLDWIDE
central bank, and moreso than in the past.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 13498839
United States
04/17/2012 10:00 PM
So, the 'solution' according to you 'spiritually' advanced posters is to spread information until
people just wake up and stop using any type of money.
Brilliant!
I am sure it will work out fine. By the way, how are you guys paying your internet bill?
Spiritual currency?
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Ron and others, please, tell me how you pay your electric bill with some other form of money (not
the evil Federal reserve money). Do you have a mortgage or ever had one? 100% Fractional
reserve banking.
If you really practiced what you preached, you would be living in a cave somewhere without
accepting any benefits of the evil FED, yet here you are.
BLAH BLAH BLAH
UNtypical USer
User ID: 14614080
United States
04/17/2012 10:03 PM
WE DO NOT HAVE TO USE THE MAN'S MONEY.
We can use personal post-dated checks -ORThe Personal Promise Scrip-[link to www.holyconservancy.org]
We are not FORCED TO KISS THEIR POCKETBOOKS WITH INTEREST.

EEWC
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14584929
United States
04/17/2012 10:05 PM

So, the 'solution' according to you 'spiritually' advanced posters is to spread information until
people just wake up and stop using any type of money.
Brilliant!
I am sure it will work out fine. By the way, how are you guys paying your internet bill?
Spiritual currency?
Ron and others, please, tell me how you pay your electric bill with some other form of money (not
the evil Federal reserve money). Do you have a mortgage or ever had one? 100% Fractional
reserve banking.
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If you really practiced what you preached, you would be living in a cave somewhere without
accepting any benefits of the evil FED, yet here you are.
BLAH BLAH BLAH
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 13498839

NO that is not what we do, we post it because people do NOT KNOW. Getting off money will have
to be the requested creation by the many people and while the global committee of 300 still does
its shit, you can do nothing. But you CAN KNOW THE TRUTH AND HOW IT WORKS. So stop the
shit posting, OK. This planet is going to be supervised by a team from heaven after the long
stasis, and the people educated and when they desire to give up money, they will be helped to do
so. It is not under the Lucifer folks anymore in any way after stasis and the big cleanse.
All advanced planets give up money, always, but at the same time, they also control their
numbers and other spiritual tasks. You cannot give up money on such a backward sphere as this
world is. When the brotherhood of man under the Fatherhood of God develops FINALLY on this
planet, it will become EASY to give it up. NOW PUT ON THY MIND complete with thy imagination
and figure it out. It is NOT impossible unless you are not a creative thinking person.
The planet will be eased into the proper trading methods which does NOT mean you have to take
chickens to walmarts to buy clothes, OK.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14584929
United States
04/17/2012 10:13 PM

WE DO NOT HAVE TO USE THE MAN'S MONEY.
We can use personal post-dated checks -ORThe Personal Promise Scrip-[link to www.holyconservancy.org]
We are not FORCED TO KISS THEIR POCKETBOOKS WITH INTEREST.

EEWC
Quoting: UNtypical USer
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YOu don't have to use credit, that is true Personal post dated checks???? really, how does that
change anything and when they take away all currency, that will not be an option, it will all be
digital. Please read the post I made while you were posting.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14584929
United States
04/17/2012 10:22 PM

Quoting: CosmicHippy

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

."
Quoting: CosmicHippy

The US government has some storage area at Ft. Knox. They may or may not have gold stored
there, and they may or may not have title to that gold. But what does it matter, the US government
does not cause the printing of the money.
The Federal Reserve Board of Governors causes money to be printed. (The Treasury runs the
actual printing presses, but so what, they run them if and only if the Fed tells them to.) As I
remember some testimony to Congress, the Fed Board of Governors has no gold.
The Fed member banks may have gold. The NY Fed has the most gold in storage by far, in vaults
under its building at 33 Liberty St. in Manhattan. They do not have title to most of that gold; most
is owned by foreign entities, according to the NY Fed.
So to summarize, it seems to me that US Treasury gold in Ft. Knox is irrelevant because the US
Treasury is irrelevant.
But the Fed apparently has little gold either. Maybe they don't believe much in gold and are
bearish on it. Seriously. I don't know, but unless there's some gold they are not telling us about,
the Fed is not a very big owner of gold.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

The FEDERAL RESERVE, NOW LISTEN UP because I have taught this constantly here all
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over this forum and I know of what I speak, IS NOT THE Private Central Bank of the United
States. It is the Central Bank of the WHOLE WORLD. It is run by the Committee of 300,
chaired by Queen Elizabeth. Now that you have read and understand this, revise your thinking.
Yes they have a us of a subdivision, but that is all. The Committee of 300 Runs the Financial
World. PERIOD. Except some countries are forming a coalition to change that. The us of A is not
one of them. The US of A, is IN FACT still a BRITISH COLONY.
Social security system is being spread world wide. Many countries now issue social security
numbers and have identical taxation set ups for the most part. Identical enough. Most countries
now have social security disability and retirement.
In some ways this is Ok, because the global FED will easily be changed over in due time, under
the hierachy to the global use of one currency, which will stop the trading in money that is used as
a war tool against countries and as a way for some to get rich without effort. It willl solve many
global issues including the use of people being paid next to nothing in some countries with
different currencies, while the corporations profit on their backs.
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14584929
United States
04/17/2012 10:27 PM

by the way, Ron is doing another radio show, its done I think, but when it is broadcast is not
determined yet. There will be another thread I assume.
firmament
Carpe Diem
User ID: 12832924
Germany
04/18/2012 07:28 AM

...just sitting here reading while my mind wonders of into a world without money.
...one of the concepts of unconditional Love in action...why is it so hard to understand?
A world without money would benefit Humanity & Earth, beyond imagination.
Is it the lust for having power over someone else?
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The pride one gets when saying: I worked hard, I earned to have this, whatever >this< may be.
Is it because the norm of people identify themselves over/through their possessions? Like saying,
the less one possesses the less one is worth?
Why do we measure, why do we judge? We cry out for freedom and Peace, yet not willing to grant
the same right to our next door neighbor.
What exactly is it, that we seem to fear so much?
...if I remember right, a great individual once taught us to:" Love they neighbor as thyself."
...and NO...we can not go on any longer pointing our finger at the "bad ones in charge", while
"self" doing nothing to change for the better.

Thankyou, keep up the "rattling" the world is in need of it!
Peace & Light to all of you
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
04/19/2012 07:49 PM
Hey Ron, US Treasury Notes are backed by Gold, 300 million in Gold coin, to be exact.
I only use US treasury Notes for all my transactions. So do many others.
My questions to you are:
Have you, on the record, demanded lawful money at your bank?
Have you restricted your deposits, withdrawals and transactions be done in lawful money?
If not, why not?
If you are an attorney, you certainly know how to reserve your rights via restricted endorsement
(signature) and demand your right to lawful money?
Thanks :)
Quoting: notice that. 13870395

How do you get US treasury notes? Most of them have left circulation since Kennedy had some
printed. If you go buy something and are given change, you'll get FRN's and what do you do with
them? If you demand treasury notes at McDonalds or Walmart, they won't have them and will look
at you like you have three heads.
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
04/19/2012 07:55 PM
Candace, I made the following post right after the one you quoted, supporting the idea that the
Fed is worldwide. That means I agree with you, but it also means that nothing in my original post
contradicted it!
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Correction: I meant Federal Reserve Regional Banks above (NY Fed, St. Louis Fed, Kansas City
Fed, etc.) not the Fed member banks (Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, Citi, Bank of America,
etc.)
By the way (and off topic), these days, Fed member banks are not just US entities, but many
financial institutions around the world. Candace seems right, they are acting as the WORLDWIDE
central bank, and moreso than in the past.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203
...

Quoting: Nobody in Particular

."
Quoting: CosmicHippy

The US government has some storage area at Ft. Knox. They may or may not have gold stored
there, and they may or may not have title to that gold. But what does it matter, the US government
does not cause the printing of the money.
The Federal Reserve Board of Governors causes money to be printed. (The Treasury runs the
actual printing presses, but so what, they run them if and only if the Fed tells them to.) As I
remember some testimony to Congress, the Fed Board of Governors has no gold.
The Fed member banks may have gold. The NY Fed has the most gold in storage by far, in vaults
under its building at 33 Liberty St. in Manhattan. They do not have title to most of that gold; most
is owned by foreign entities, according to the NY Fed.
So to summarize, it seems to me that US Treasury gold in Ft. Knox is irrelevant because the US
Treasury is irrelevant.
But the Fed apparently has little gold either. Maybe they don't believe much in gold and are
bearish on it. Seriously. I don't know, but unless there's some gold they are not telling us about,
the Fed is not a very big owner of gold.
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

The FEDERAL RESERVE, NOW LISTEN UP because I have taught this constantly here all
over this forum and I know of what I speak, IS NOT THE Private Central Bank of the United
States. It is the Central Bank of the WHOLE WORLD. It is run by the Committee of 300,
chaired by Queen Elizabeth. Now that you have read and understand this, revise your thinking.
Yes they have a us of a subdivision, but that is all. The Committee of 300 Runs the Financial
World. PERIOD. Except some countries are forming a coalition to change that. The us of A is not
one of them. The US of A, is IN FACT still a BRITISH COLONY.
Social security system is being spread world wide. Many countries now issue social security
numbers and have identical taxation set ups for the most part. Identical enough. Most countries
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now have social security disability and retirement.
In some ways this is Ok, because the global FED will easily be changed over in due time, under
the hierachy to the global use of one currency, which will stop the trading in money that is used as
a war tool against countries and as a way for some to get rich without effort. It willl solve many
global issues including the use of people being paid next to nothing in some countries with
different currencies, while the corporations profit on their backs.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular
Anonymous Coward
User ID: 4596203
United States
04/19/2012 08:04 PM
i too am on a mission to share Truth and to abolish the "federal" reserve banking system..:)
Quoting: CosmicHippy

The truth is known already, though nobody does nothing to stop it, change it, prevent it, etc.

Keep talkin'
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1492246

Well your leader is doing something. Lucky you. But the rest of the world dependent on it is not
going to do well.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

What does this mean? You appear to mean the USA's leader. What is Obama doing about it?
Nobody in Particular (OP)
I AM THAT I AM
User ID: 14584929
United States
04/20/2012 12:06 PM

i too am on a mission to share Truth and to abolish the "federal" reserve banking system..:)
Quoting: CosmicHippy

The truth is known already, though nobody does nothing to stop it, change it, prevent it, etc.
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Keep talkin'
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 1492246

Well your leader is doing something. Lucky you. But the rest of the world dependent on it is not
going to do well.
Quoting: Nobody in Particular

What does this mean? You appear to mean the USA's leader. What is Obama doing about it?
Quoting: Anonymous Coward 4596203

I was refering to PUTIN, the poster I was replying to AC 1492246 , the flag says he was from
Russia. Obama is a cyborg, not fully "real" and is only a controlled speech giver, with NO power to
do anything. Putin is not a cyborg, and is the real deal and cleaning the remains of the Bolsheviks
out of Russia and also keeping todays modern zionists bent on destroying Russia at bay. Putin is
a Christ. (not "jesus christ people, christ is not a last name, its a state of being). He incarnated
there to cleanup the destruction to Mother Russia and is doing WELL along with others who came
in support of that massive project from God. Even Edgar Cayce told that Russia would save the
day in the end, or something to that effect.
Jamesbo
User ID: 14911263
France
04/23/2012 04:32 PM

Here in Paris, France for the week on holiday. One of the things I admire about France is the
DUTY they have maintained to their citizens by not allowing them to be able to mortgage beyond
the appropriate level, roughly 30%, as with the UK and America, who allowed those to leverage all
of their worth and in many cases well beyond their individual worth, leveraged to the hilt, only to
come crashing down and en masse, affecting society as a whole.
Thus with the coming down of the worldwide mortgage bubble, France has fared much better than
other countries now in more serious trouble, holding stronger with a people that have were spared
from falling prey to the greed of bankster-controllers. France is an incredible society of culture and
an example of a government with a sense of social responsibility.
Something GOOD is about to happen
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